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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract

The independent documentary film industry in contemporary mainland China has

experienced dramatic changes over the past two decades, reflecting the rapid

economic development and social transformations taking place in the People’s

Republic. Established filmmakers, mainly male, trying to activate the local film

market, and building reputations internationally, have been the main focus of studies

relating to Chinese independent documentary cinema. Women filmmakers – who

bring new dimensions to both film production and aesthetics – have been little studied

in comparison to their male counterparts. These women must make concessions to the

double pressures of mainstream ideology and a hidden culture of male chauvinism.

This has seldom been discussed or even mentioned by researchers.

This research explores the experiences and strategies of woman independent

documentary filmmakers, including their response to having their work viewed

through the prism of gender, in an industry that is dramatically changing, though still

subject to social, political and economic constraints. This research comprises archival

video-documentation and a written dissertation. The former consists of a series of six

interviews with female independent documentary filmmakers that is presented on

DVD; the latter provides a broader historical context and explores detailed case

studies based on the transcribed interviews.

This study adds to the literature on Chinese independent documentary filmmaking not

only within China but also in East Asian cinema and adds to the international

literature on filmmaking by women. It has resulted in the creation of a small archive

that in future will be publicly available.
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ChapterChapterChapterChapter 1:1:1:1: IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

Over the past two decades, the independent documentary film industry in mainland

China has experienced dramatic changes, which reflects the country’s rapid economic

development and social transformations of recent years. As a result, numerous studies

on Chinese independent documentary cinema have emerged that focus on established

filmmakers who are activating the local film market and building international

reputations. However, these studies have mostly concentrated on male filmmakers,

and emerging women filmmakers—who bring new dimensions to both film

production and aesthetics—have been little examined in comparison to their male

counterparts.

In response to this oversight, this research explores the experiences and strategies of

certain female independent documentary filmmakers, who work in this dramatically

changing—albeit subject to certain social-political-economic constraints—industry.

While this group might at first appear unmanageably huge, in fact they form only a

tiny subset of mainland China’s filmmakers.

My research is presented in two ways—extensive video documentation and this

written dissertation—and the two complement each other. The video documentation,

presented on DVD, comprises six interviews I undertook with selected female

independent documentary filmmakers in China over a period of months. This

dissertation presents transcripts of the interviews (see Volume 3) as well as detailed

analysis of the interviewees’ feedback. Furthermore, it contextualises their responses

within the Chinese independent documentary film world as well as the greater society

in which they live and work.

ResearchResearchResearchResearch QuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestions

This research aims to give voice to a group of mainland Chinese women independent
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documentary filmmakers, exploring the challenges and opportunities they face, and

examining the strategies they use to enter the local film industry. It is a first step

towards understanding this increasingly important area of cultural life. Specifically,

this research proposes questions: why these women choose independent documentary

as their professional focus, how they survive under the social-political-economic

conditions of contemporary China and how these impact on their production? How do

these filmmakers understand the concept of independent documentary in a

contemporary Chinese context? And how does gender impact their careers and what

distinguishes the films of women filmmakers when seen as a group?

This specialised study of Chinese film needs to be contextualised within the broader

history of documentary film in the mainland China. Thus, this introduction begins

with a brief history of documentary production in China; it is then followed by a

literature review that surveys the published research on this broader subject, as well as

any on the region’s women practitioners; it then further details the research questions

that inform this study, as well as the methodology that will be used to explore the

topic, including interview questions; and, finally, my analytical approach towards the

primary data will be discussed.

AAAA BriefBriefBriefBrief HistoryHistoryHistoryHistory ofofofof IndependentIndependentIndependentIndependent DocumentaryDocumentaryDocumentaryDocumentary ProductionProductionProductionProduction inininin MainlandMainlandMainlandMainland ChinaChinaChinaChina

Film was introduced into China a year after its invention in Paris in 1895 (Shan 2005,

p. 7). China’s film history began with documentary, the earliest one being of a Peking

Opera performance, Conquer Jun Mountain. It was shot by Fengtai Photo Studio in

1905, a year generally acknowledged as the beginning of Chinese feature film

production (Shan 2005, p. 7). At the time, there was no concept of ‘film’ or

‘documentary’; the Chinese applied a traditional word ‘ying xi’ (影戏), which literally

means ‘shadow play’, to describe an original motion picture. One source describes the

early practices as follows: ‘Chinese Shadow play or shadow puppetry is an ancient

form of storytelling and entertainment using opaque, often articulated figures in front

of an illuminated backdrop to create the illusion of moving images’ (Shanghai World
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Expo 2010). In 1909, the Fengtai Photo Studio established by Ren Qingta—who had

studied photography in Japan and went on to make several pioneering

documentaries—was burned accidently. In the five years of its operation, all their

documentaries had focused on the Peking Opera. As China was involved in a series of

wars from 1911, subsequent documentaries were mainly themed around wars, a trend

that lasted until 1949 (Fang 2003, p. 8).

The term ‘documentary’, first applied by John Grierson in 1926 as "the creative

treatment of actuality", was accepted by China almost synchronously, included in the

Practical English-Chinese Dictionary published in 1931. During the Maoist era,

documentary film in mainland China was used mainly as an ideological medium, a

visually immediate propaganda tool with which to shape public opinion. Yingchi

Chu’s study (2007), which analyses documentary features between 1950s and

1980s—from the production process to film viewing and film criticism—concludes

that the era’s films were made to dogmatic formulas, adhering to a film policy that

ensured a biased political message. Film studio production was fully controlled by the

government; screening, releasing, and film criticism were also under strict control;

and documentaries were fictionalised, with staging, heroisation, and unacknowledged

re-enactments. As Chu argues, ‘Since the budgetary and quota system for film

production articulated with the national economic plan, no films quite escaped the

authoritarian grip of the system’ (2007, p. 86).

In order to disseminate their propaganda more widely, in 1953, the Communist Party

established the Central Newsreel and Documentary Film Studio, which became the

principal base of documentary production in mainland China. Films coming out of

this studio all employed an off-screen narrator to explain the political events and

headline news items appearing onscreen: ‘It provided people unable to read the

newspapers with the ability to understand, without a shadow of a doubt, the events

happening around them, from a perspective that suited government interests’ (Lin

2005, p. 8/20).
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Following the Cultural Revolution of 1976, China underwent a transitional period

from 1978 to 1992; the new leader Deng Xiaoping set about establishing a market

economy with Chinese characteristics and the ‘opening to the outside world’ policy.

Changes were felt throughout the all aspects of life. Changes to the government media

policies allowed a certain degree of pluralism within film production; the expansion

of the television industry gradually dismantled the previous uniformly dogmatic mode

(Fang 2003, p. 211). China Central Television (CCTV) was formally established on 1

May 1978. The birth of a new subgenre of TV documentary—‘films on a special

topic’—introduced interactive and observational modes to Chinese documentary. This

kind of documentary usually explored a given theme (on social or cultural issues)

from a mainstream perspective. As Berry writes:

This format imagined its audience as eager pupils waiting to be written

upon, rather than the independently active and questioning public

composed of disparate and debating individuals imagined by the public

sphere model, this is the public as unified masses mobilized according to

the needs of the Party and state. (2010, p.98)

Thus, it is still a product of propaganda, individuals are not asked their opinions,

which is an element that I will return to.

In May 1980, CCTV broadcast its first long-running documentary television series,

The Silk Road, a seventeen-part documentary co-production with Japan’s NHK

television studio. The finished film negatives were sent to Japan for processing, and

separate edits in both Japan and China resulted in two different versions of the series.

CCTV later produced many other documentaries based on the same model: Once

upon the Yangtze River (1983), a twenty-five-episode series and co-produced with

Japan’s Sada Planning; The Yellow River (1988), a thirty-episode series and

co-produced with NHK; and The Great Wall (1991), a twelve-episode series and

co-produced with TBS, Japan (Shan 2005, pp. 394-395).
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Official publications from the time claim that The Great Wall marked the arrival of

synchronised sound in Chinese documentary (Fang 2003, p. 213). This documentary

relinquished dubbing of all sound in post-production, and instead used location sound

recording to form its soundtrack. However, the first documentary to apply

synchronised sound was an independent production made in 1990, which I will detail

in the following section. The appearance of The Great Wall was hailed by

film-industry insiders as the first sign that documentary was finally making a break

from the propaganda newsreels that had long dominated mainstream Chinese

television media (Fang 2003, p. 213).

From the end of the 1980s, as a result of the developments in official Chinese

documentary as well as the changing social-political-economic situation, Chinese

audiences also had access to a steady stream of non-governmental documentary films

that emerged in a variety of sites, such as bars, artists’ private circles and art galleries.

In terms of their narrative style, subject matter, mode of expression, and even

production technology, these new documentaries differed from the conventional ones

to which audiences had become accustomed. After the Tiananmen Incident of 1989, in

which the government killed hundreds of students after their month-long public

protest, Wu Wenguang (male) produced what is often regarded as China’s first

independent documentary, Bumming in Beijing (1990). This film, shot on Betacam

video, is a portrayal of five artists, whose marginal status is presented as a social

phenomenon typical among the youth of the late 1980s: they are depressed, in search

of a real life, and resistant to the socialist mould (Lv 2003, p. 5).

Bumming in Beijing is considered the pioneer of the Chinese independent

documentary movement (Lu 2003, p. 5). From this point on, a number of new

documentary filmmakers emerged, whose practice increasingly became more

sophisticated. Filmmakers began to train their lenses on real-life situations, in order to

capture as much detail and as many critical elements as possible within the political

environment. These developments eventually led to a culturally significant
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documentary phenomenon, and, for the first time in the history of Chinese

documentary, individuals became a visible existence onscreen (Lin 2005, p. 5/20).

The Chinese expression ‘independent documentary’ appears to mean the opposite of

that defined by ‘special topic program’, the state television’s previously dominant

format. According to Wu Wenguang and Zhang Yuan (both independent male

directors in China), the concept of ‘independent’ in China during the early 1990s had

a two-fold implication: independent operation and independent idea, with the two

aspects complementing each other (Fan et al. 2007, p. 1/5).

In order to resist being dominated by the conventional styles of official documentaries,

independent productions broke away from the general production system and film

censorship, and challenged the mainstream media by consistently exploring sensitive

socio-cultural topics. These filmmakers have to self-finance and are forbidden to

show their films in public because they lack official approval. However, along with

changes such as increasing marketisation and globalisation, China’s regulatory

environment has become more complex since 2000. Currently, video production,

distribution, and exhibition are regulated by separate branches of the ministry called

SARFT (the State Administration for Radio, Film, and Television). This leads to a

situation whereby some films that are not allowed to be screened in cinemas can be

bought privately as a VCD or DVD. Meanwhile, if a filmmaker produces a work

independently but does not attempt to release it in the commercial cinemas or on

television, then it is not subject to any censorship mechanism. As a result of this

limited distribution, independent producers generally circulate their works as DVDs

or VCDs underground. Most of them are privately copied and sold cheaply in video

shops, which jeopardises the works’ copyright. Thus, without support for distribution,

the number of Chinese independent documentaries showing inside China remains

limited, with most screened only at film festivals or small-scale exhibitions. Some

cafes, bars and art galleries in the major cities also occasionally provide unofficial

access (Pickowicz & Zhang 2006, p. 115).
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Official censorship is a key reason why audiences for independent documentary

productions in China are limited. Films are required to be fully censored before

theatrical release. Not only are sexual acts and graphic violence restricted, but also

any criticism of government policies and adverse portrayal of the Chinese Communist

Party. Furthermore, the state’s censorship is usually very subjective, often due to the

personal tastes of the board’s members (Montgomery in Yu 2008, p. 9). To make

matters more complex, in China, censorship does not operate on a classification

system, thus if a film passes censorship it is intended for universal viewing. As a

result, many filmmakers are calling for the establishment of a legal rating system,

according to standards of moral rather than political censure (Chow in Yu 2008, p. 9).

Many Chinese independent documentaries screen freely only overseas, and any

unofficial screenings, beyond the legal confinements in China, are usually denounced

as illegal by Chinese governments since the documentaries are produced privately at

home and independently distributed abroad (Zhang et al. 2002, p. 1/17). Without state

permits, such films are in violation of domestic laws and regulations. As for the

filmmakers themselves, they are punished by being prohibited from making films for

several years. For example, on 12 March 1994, the Film Bureau issued the document

Prohibition to supporting Zhang Yuan and the other six with filmmaking and

postproduction as a punishment for these seven filmmakers screening their works

privately at the Rotterdam Film Festival (Zhang et al. 2002, p. 1/17).

However, strict censorship and punishment still cannot stem the desire for individual

expression through film. From the late 1990s, a variety of different models of

relatively cheap and easy-to-use DV equipment appeared on the Chinese market,

which offered people new means to make films. While many DV works are immature

and unprofessional, the portable camera allows people to express their individual

perspectives. The overseas media characterised this non-state filmmaking as

‘underground’ (in Chinese, ‘di xia’ 地下), which literally means ‘under ground’). This

term embodies ‘expectations of the subversive function of this alternative film culture

in contemporary China’ (Pickowicz & Zhang 2006, p. ix). To foreigners, it is a
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metaphor for ‘political dissident’. However, this exaggerates the ideological content

of most of the films and neglects the real situation for filmmakers in China. In fact not

all filmmakers are political dissidents; rather, in many cases they merely cannot get a

licence because they are not part of the approved annual production schedule of

state-owned film studios or government television stations. The filmmakers

themselves prefer the term ‘independent’ (in Chinese, ‘du li’ 独立 ), which literally

means ‘separate establishment’, a term that is gaining more currency in both Chinese

and international media. It means ‘an independence from the nation’s system of

production and distribution, not necessarily due to censorship pressure’ (Pickowicz &

Zhang 2006, p. ix).

As a subset of contemporary independent documentary in China, the work of female

filmmakers needs to be explored and contextualised, and the following literature

review surveys the current written material on the subject.

LiteratureLiteratureLiteratureLiterature ReviewReviewReviewReview

As Chinese independent filmmaking garnered much international attention in the

early 1990s through international film festivals, a few scholars have studied the

audience reception, box-office takings and critical success of these films. Only since

2003 have national and international scholars started to focus on the broader field of

Chinese independent films, exploring their social, ideological, and aesthetic

significance, as well as the structures of the independent film industry. However,

much of this research has analysed the films through a Western lens.

The first academic book to focus on Chinese documentaries, is Xinyu Lv’s Chinese

book《记录中国 - 当代中国新纪录运动》Documenting China - The new documentary

movement of contemporary China (2003). A respected scholar, Lv is Professor of the

School of News, and the Associate Director of the Visual Cultural Center of Fudan

University. In this creative book, she explores the issues arising from the new

documentary movement in China that arose from the end of 1980s. As Xinyu points
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out, the concept of ‘movement’ assumes the coincidence of the primary productions in

same time, shared common elements, and similar styles, and identifies it as the

distinctive movement within China. Compared to the special-topic film production of

the governmental system, the so-called ‘new documentary’ emphasises the personality

of filmmakers, and their attempt to be apart from the mainstream (Lv 2003, p. 335).

Another scholarly Chinese work on the subject is Mei & Zhu The archive of the

independent documentaries of China 《中国独立纪录片档案》(2004). This book is a

comprehensive collection of interviews with independent documentary filmmakers in

China. Like Lv, the interviews mainly focus on the concepts of ‘independent’, the

political effect of independent documentary in China, as well as the purpose of

individual expression. However, there is little concern for theoretical analysis or

gender issues.

International scholar Chris Berry, Professor of Film and Television Studies in

Goldsmiths, University of London, is an expert on Chinese cinema, and has published

a significant amount of work on the subject, focusing on the relations between

Chinese television, independent video documentary, new media and

computer-mediated communication. Among others, his work includes China on

screen: Cinema and nation (2006) and Electronic elsewheres: Media, technology, and

social space (2010).1 His new book The new Chinese documentary film movement

(2010), will be available in November, so I haven’t had a chance to read it yet.

Appearing in Pickowicz & Zhang’s edited book, From underground to independent:

Alternative film culture in contemporary China (2006), Berry’s essay ‘Independently

Chinese: Duan Jinchuan, Jiang Yue, and Chinese documentary’ investigates the

development of Chinese independent documentaries. He summarises the established

research and notes that:

1 See Chris Berry’s website at Goldsmiths, University of London.
http://www.gold.ac.uk/media-communications/staff/berry/
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In general, to this day, ‘independent’ is generally understood to be one

that was initiated and controlled by the filmmaker himself/herself and not

made within the system. In other words, it is not part of the approved

internal annual production schedule of either a state-owned film studio or

television station. Chinese independent documentarians define

themselves today in relation to a three-legged system, composed of the

party-state apparatus, the domestic market economy, and overseas

connections (Berry 2006, p. 111).

However, as Berry argues, with these components interwoven, what can the

independent documentary filmmaker do to preserve independence? The filmmakers

this study focuses on do not all relate to all parts of this three-legged system. They

have their own definition of independence, which has less relation to the market and

economy, and more connection to spirit.

In recent years, the concept of ‘independent’ has changed, which has undoubtedly

arisen from China’s rapidly changing economic, cultural and political situation. Many

independent directors themselves do not really identify with a term that suggests films

of high political sensitivity and small-audience orientation. Their personal styles and

views on film are also very different (Huang et al. 2006). Compared to the original

relatively unitary expression, documentary is becoming more diverse, especially with

the growth of digital technology and civic consciousness.

Most of the research discussed above puts major focus on the understanding of the

concept of ‘documentary’ and analysis of the texts rather than the conditions for its

survival (Lv 2003, Zhu & Mei 2004). I argue that distribution, funding, audience, and

technology are just as important as the documentary itself. Therefore, it is vital to

study the current situation of independent documentary against the backdrop of

China’s rapidly developing society. While the conditions for producing and

distributing independent films are improving, many problems are far from resolved,
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with distribution and funding still major issues (both of which relate to political and

economic factors). Furthermore, the lack of independent academic criticism and

critically aware filmmakers are problems that demand prompt attention. In this study,

I focus on these issues in order to better clarify the situation of documentary

filmmaking and to analyse the reasons why these issues have been mostly ignored by

China’s filmmakers and those who critique their work.

My research found that there is no published English research on the subject of

independent women documentary filmmakers in the mainland China. Within

Chinese-language discourse, some interviews have been published, including Lv’s

interview of Li Hong (Lv 2003), Mei & Zhu’s interviews of Li Hong, Ji Dan, Yang

Lina (Mei & Zhu 2004), and Liu Jie’s interview of Feng Yan (Jie 2008). However,

these interviews do not seriously consider gender issues, with the focus being more on

the films themselves. By contrast, my study will show that by exploring these issues

with female independent documentary filmmakers, a different visual and linguistic

paradigm of circumstances in contemporary China will be revealed.

Some existing studies on Chinese women film directors suggest some reasons for this

lack of focus on gender. Domestic scholar, Jinhua Dai, currently the Director of the

Center for Film Studies and Cultural Studies, Beijing University, connects with

international currents of feminist film criticism and puts forward a ‘new Marxist’

Chinese school of thinking in her essay Visible and invisible women: Women in

contemporary Chinese film and women’s film《可见与不可见的女性 — 中国当代电影

中的女性与女性的电影》(2001). Dai points out that at that time China had the largest

number of female directors in the world, with more than thirty of them within the

mainstream film system. However, she argues:

One cannot recognize their gender whatever from their genres, characters,

or narrative method, scenery or language. They are just women who act

successfully as men. It seems the more they conceal their gender
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characters and gender point of view, the more successful they are. On the

contrary, the exposure of female identity would lead to a loss of prestige.

Feminism is a luxury in China’s society. With no exception, Chinese

female directors (within the system) are makers but not challengers of

mainstream films (Dai (Part 1) et al. 2001, p. 1/6).

Shuqin Cui is Associate Professor of Asian Studies at Bowdoin College in the US. For

the past decade she has been a prolific and influential scholar in the field of Chinese

cinema (writing in English). In her monograph, Women through the lens: Gender and

nation in a century of Chinese cinema (2003), she argues that it is socialism, and not

feminism that led to women's liberation in China. She asserts that China’s female

directors (of fiction films) reject Western feminism in order to participate in the

mainstream production system:

Their sociopolitical visibility requires the concealment of a gendered self.

The suppression of the feminized self, a sacrifice made to compete with

men, has hampered the development of a possible women’s cinema (Cui

2003, p. xvi).

From my research, I would conclude that trying to participate in the mainstream

system is not the only reason for these women’s concealment of their gendered

experience. Rather, gender is a more complicated issue in the current Chinese context,

which explains why it is not a typical lens through which to study Chinese

documentary films. As the only author focusing on the issue of women and

documentary films, Zhang Ming Bo, a post-graduate student of Fu Dan University,

Shanghai, has written a Chinese article on a group of women documentarians. In it,

she points out that most Chinese women filmmakers are unconscious of feminism

(Zhang 2007, 99). However, she does not provide a substantial argument, mainly

because the article is an introduction to individual filmmakers without much analysis

of their overall context.
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When this study was nearly completed, I read a newly published English essay by

Shuqin Cui about Chinese independent documentary that explores their alternative

nature. In Alternative visions and representation: Independent documentary

filmmaking in contemporary China (2010), Cui discusses five documentaries that

focus on the AIDS epidemic, gender politics, and the sociopolitical history of 1950s

that was silenced in official discourse. Cui argues that the significance of independent

documentary lies in its alternative nature of creative freedom and oppositional status.

Most relevant to my work is her discussion about gender politics through the detailed

study of two documentaries from 2007, Endless night and My dear. The former takes

rape and sexual violence as its topic; it focuses on a woman’s personal story of rape,

and shows judgmental comments by a group of both male and female interviewees.

The latter focuses on gender politics and power relations among women by

documenting three educated women’s daily lives in Beijing. Since Cui’s article did

not identify the gender of the directors, I subsequently found out that Endless night

was directed by a male, and My dear by a female. While Gu Yaping, director of My

dear, was on my original list of interviewees, she didn’t respond to my repeated

attempts to contact her, so I was unable to interview her.

From the works cited, one can conclude that most of the published studies pay little

attention to the subject of women independent documentary filmmakers in China. The

limited research that exists in Chinese mostly centres on the genre of the woman

directors’ documentaries and the creative experiences, while nothing in English

focuses on women independent documentary filmmakers. However, this area

demands serious study not only because female directors were present from the early

stages of independent film production in China, but also because of the increasing

number of woman filmmakers who have created unique works that have won many

international awards. For instance, Feng Yan’s documentary Bing Ai (2007) won the

Punto De Vista First Prize for the Best Film at the Punto De Vista International

Documentary Film Festival in Navarra, Spain and the Ogawa Shinsuke Prize at the

Yamagata International Documentary Film Festival in New Asian Currents Awards
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that year.

As Cui argues, the role of gender in documentary filmmaking is unfairly overlooked

(2010, pp.14-16). In this study I argue that China’s cultural environment hasn’t met

global feminism yet, thus feminist documentary filmmaking remains silent in China.

The predicament and success of women directors is worth following closely as they

are integral to the dynamic wave of independent documentary film currently

occurring in China. From them, we can more deeply understand China’s development

of film industry, society and culture. And, as I will reveal, there are some issues of

their filmmaking situation specific to their gender.

MethodologyMethodologyMethodologyMethodology

In order to explore the topic of female independent documentary filmmakers in

mainland China, and to answer the research questions, this study adopts an approach

that integrates industry and material analysis with secondary and primary data

collection. Being aware of the gaps in the existing literature and the limitations of

analysing a Chinese issue with Western theory alone, this study applies the

methodology of interview, an approach that attempts to generate theory from

empirical data. Interviews are a good way to give voices to unheard groups, and the

interaction between researcher and participants during this process allows a deeper

understanding of the interviewees’ experiences and attitudes on given topics. The

research is qualitative, with data derived predominantly from primary interview

materials and documentary analysis. Simultaneously, given the limited freedom of

speech in Chinese context, the filmmakers’ documentaries are also analysed in order

to further understand their values and attitudes.

This study includes both text-based and video-documentation research. Two types of

data were collected: primary interview data and secondary data from media news and

interviews conducted by others. The secondary sources I relied on were mainly media

reports and previous interviews done by journalists or scholars that I retrieved from
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the internet, books, and published journals in both Chinese and English (although

there was very little in English relating to female filmmakers). Media reports provided

a temporal marker; by comparing news in the past with that of the present I could see

how the filmmakers’ attitudes changed over time as well as their specific opinions of

events at a point in time. I have explored the large history of women within Chinese

film. One significant point that emerged is that gender is unusual as an explanatory

category in Chinese film studies, with many filmmakers rejecting gender as an

important influence in undertaking their work.

I want to situate this within a brief survey of the way gender has been used to

understand the work of filmmakers in some other countries and consider how such

approaches may apply to China. Accordingly, I have read some accounts of female

filmmakers in other countries, including Don’t shoot darling! Women’s independent

filmmaking in Australia (1987), Off screen: Women and film in Italy (1988), Film

fatales: Independent women directors (1997), Visible secret (2009), and very recent

articles Transnationalizing women’s film history (2010), Fact not fiction: Women

documentary directors of the Americas (2010).

The primary data was gathered through semi-structured qualitative interviews. All

filmmakers were asked questions from the same questionnaire, but also they had the

opportunity to add more input. In this research, the aim of the interviews was to

investigate in great depth the historical trajectories of women filmmakers, and place

their work into a broad economic and cultural context.

• InterviewInterviewInterviewInterview QuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestions’’’’ Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:

1. These filmmakers’ motivation to produce independent documentary;

2. Their educational background;

3. Their works and the general production environment;

4. Funding and budgets for their films;

5. Audiences and markets for their films;
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6. Their understanding of documentary;

7. Their relationship with subjects;

8. Their relation between gender and documentary;

9. Their future plan;

10. Their understanding of the term ‘independent’.

Having completed most of my secondary research, I needed to select my interviewees.

I decided to contact female filmmakers who had produced at least two works and who

are still actively producing documentaries. In mainland China, the number of

filmmakers who meet this requirement is no more than twenty (while there are many

newcomers, most are amateurs with one-off films). Finally the decision behind

focusing on the women I have chosen is based on three principles: they work for

governmental system or non-government system, thus this study explores what

features have impacted on them politically; I chose women of several ages ranging

from thirty to fifty—thus this study attempts to tell whether the different eras of

coming of age has imprinted on the filmmakers; and I choose a group representing

different mainland China contexts such as Beijing (a northern city and the capital of

the People’s Republic), Shanghai (an eastern coastal city) and Kunming (a

south-western city with large numbers of ethnic minorities), thus this study tries to

work out if the experience of female filmmakers has been influenced by their

geographical location. In September 2008 I contacted the chosen candidates via email

and telephone to inform them of my study’s purpose and theme and to ask for their

participation. With those who showed interest and agreed to participate voluntarily, I

set up a mutually agreeable time for face-to-face interviewing. However, due to the

changeable schedule of filmmaking, some interviews had to be rescheduled or

cancelled. In the end, I held seven interviews, which took from October 2008 to

March 2009 to complete, during which time I travelled from the north to the south of

China, including the cities mentioned above. Included in the seven interviews was one

with Yi Sicheng, a male who organises an independent documentary festival named

Yunfest in Kunming, Yunnan Province. Considering the theme of my research I
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haven’t included him in the final visual documentation but have drawn on his

interview as background research material. I filmed all seven interviews with a Sony

PD 190 camera across thirty tapes, which equated to about twenty hours running time

in total. I have also gathered eight films made by the six women filmmakers.

Because the interviews were very personal—relating to the individuals’ experiences

and opinions on socio-economic-political constraints—building trust with participants

was imperative. Before our interviews, I clearly informed them of the purpose of the

interview, telling them that the interview was part of research for a university project

and not for any commercial or political purposes. The interviewees were all willing to

participate and signed the consent agreement before our interview. The limitations on

the use of the interviews included that they are kept only in English language, and

only used in academic fields.

•••• AnalyticalAnalyticalAnalyticalAnalyticalApproachApproachApproachApproach

After shooting each interview, I first viewed it to check whether it met technical

standards as well as sufficient content; any omissions required follow-up interviews

via email. When all the interviews were finished, I reviewed them carefully several

times to take notes for future editing. Then I spent two months editing the original

twenty hours down to nearly two hours. I then transcribed the two-hour version into in

Mandarin Chinese, which I then translated into English. I then added English subtitles

to all of the visual documentation, which were reviewed by native English speakers

and refined for clarity and integrity of the translation.

After the editing and transcription process, categorising strategies were applied.

Firstly, I reviewed each interview, identifying the categories I had created for the

interview questions. Secondly, I tried to find new categories that I had not previously

thought of but that emerged from the data. Thirdly, I analysed the data according to

each category, with the goal of identifying the similarities and differences among

filmmakers, and tried to group them into sub-categories.
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With both primary and secondary data acquired, I discovered differences in opinion

between the researchers and filmmakers; for example, scholars tend to emphasise

political constraints (e.g. Lv 2003, Berry 2006), while the filmmakers tended to

emphasise questions of humanity/ethical concerns. Thus I compared and contrasted

the research from a Western point of view to that of China so as to develop as solid an

understanding as possible.

In the following chapters, a history of women in Chinese films is discussed first in

order to further understand gender issues in the Chinese context. This is followed by

the discussion of the emergence of female independent documentary filmmakers

through a broader history of Chinese documentary in Chapter 2. The case studies are

divided into two chapters according to theme, which are presented in Chapter 3 and

Chapter 4. Chapter 5 explores the group of filmmakers within a broader framework

regarding globalisation and sustainable development, summarises the findings, and

concludes by considering future developments and opportunities for further research.
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ChapterChapterChapterChapter 2:2:2:2: TheTheTheThe PathwayPathwayPathwayPathway totototo FemaleFemaleFemaleFemale IndependentIndependentIndependentIndependent

DocumentaryDocumentaryDocumentaryDocumentary FilmmakingFilmmakingFilmmakingFilmmaking

The previous chapter provided a brief history and literature review of independent

documentary production in China so as to contextualise my topic. However, a history

of women in Chinese film is equally necessary. Thus, this chapter reviews the

representations and contributions of women in the Chinese film industry since its

inception, by configuring the gender issue in a Chinese context. It then focuses on the

secondary research that exists on independent female documentary filmmakers to

explore what is known about their careers and their involvement in the film industry.

It is nearly one hundred years since the first female appeared in Chinese film. Many

of the distinctive features that developed in Chinese film over the last hundred years

are the result of intersections between national culture and politics in

twentieth-century China. Hence, any narrative history of Chinese film must be

informed by an understanding of the general history of the country (Zhang 1996,

p.185).

In 1896, Frenchman Louis Lumière, the inventor of film, sent hundreds of camera

operators to many countries, including China, to shoot films. Therefore, film was

introduced into China in the same year as most Western countries (Shan 2005, p. 7).

Local Chinese film production began in 1905. Unlike the Lumière brothers’ recording

of daily life that announced the birth of film, the beginnings of Chinese film focused

on the quintessence of Chinese culture: The Beijing Opera. The Beijing Opera had

emerged between 1840 and 1860, becoming increasingly popular. Indeed, before the

introduction of Western cinema, it was the favourite entertainment of both rich and

poor people. According to Chris Berry and Mary Farquhar the reason for this was that

‘the earliest opera films Sinicise the foreign art form of the cinema for cultural and

commercial purposes … just as the nation-state itself had to be made Chinese in the
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process of appropriation’ (Berry & Farquhar 2006. p. 11). Interestingly, from its

inception until the New Cultural Movement around 1919, the actors in the Beijing

Opera were all males (Chinese Opera n.d.).

During the early period of film production, China saw the end of imperial rule under

the Manchu Dynasty, which was overthrown by revolutionaries in 1911. The year

1913 is memorable in the history of Chinese film; in this year, Hong Kong-based

director Li Minwei produced Zhuangzi tests his wife, in which the first Chinese

actress (his wife, Yan Shanshan) appeared on film. Chinese audiences were quite

shocked because, just as in the traditional Beijing Opera, female cinema roles had

previously been played by males. It had been considered shameful for females other

than prostitutes to perform in public. But although it was unconventional for a

Chinese woman to appear on the stage, ‘the electric shadows of women on the screen

proved so attractive to the largely male audiences that stardom soon came to film

actresses’ (Zhang 1996, p.187).

With the influx of Western culture that resulted from the ‘May Fourth Movement’ in

1919, traditional ideas gradually collapsed, and feminist ideas derived from West

arose. In 1920, an emerging poet Liu Bannong introduced the new word ‘she’ (她)

into Chinese; before that, Chinese used ‘he’ (他) to refer to both male and female (Liu

Bannong: I can’t forget her 2004). This period saw a transition from convention to

modernity within China. From this perspective, it is clear that the development of

Chinese film is open to a gendered reading, both in the fictional world of feature film

and in the actual world in modern China.

Seven years after the first appearance of a woman, another actress appeared in a

feature-length film: Yan Ruisheng (Ren Pengnian 1921). In the intervening years, all

female roles had still been played by males. Only after 1921 did actresses become

increasingly prominent. The actress in Yan Ruisheng, Wang Caiyun, acted as a

prostitute in the film and had actually previously been a prostitute. Indeed, actresses
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were usually recruited from the lower social strata—dancing girls and prostitutes

(Zhang & Xiao 1998, p. 475). This situation arose because in traditional society,

acting was considered a lowly occupation. Even when some actresses won popularity,

they could not enter the upper class. Film production at that time was typically a male

privilege. In some cases, the fictional storylines were about women pursuing

independence and freedom, expressing the low status and tragic fate on the stage from

the perspective of male directors.

The film Tide of the May Thirtieth (1925) is one that should be mentioned here. This

documentary is based on a historical event. During the colonial period there were

many Japanese factories in Shanghai, and Japanese mill-owners and their Chinese

employees constantly conflicted with each other. On 30 May 1925, thousands of

students in Shanghai held a demonstration to protest against the Japanese bourgeoisie

shooting a Communist employee. The demonstrating students were shot by the British

police in the British concession region, which led to great injuries and deaths. Putting

themselves in grave danger, Chen Kengran (the founder and director of Youyi Film

Company) and his wife Xu Qinfang (an actress), hurried to the spot to document the

event. The result was the documentary Tide of the May Thirtieth. While Xu Qinfang

was not the director or camera operator, and little is known of her specific role, she

helped her husband to achieve the historical shooting. And thus she is the first female

figure to appear in the recorded history of Chinese documentary (Fang 2003, p. 41).

As Gledhill points out (2010, p. 277) this is consistent with international experience

that very often the 'couple mode' of production means that a woman’s contribution is

facilitated but underplayed. After that, except for actresses, female figures for many

years again vanished from Chinese film production.

The Communist victory of 1949 brought profound changes to Chinese society as well

as to the film industry; ‘Before 1949, political authorities could only influence film

production. In some cases, film studios even refused to act on requests by the

government’ (Zhang & Xiao 1998. p. 475). After 1949’s foundation of the PRC, the
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Communist Party transformed China into a socialist planned economy modelled after

the Soviet Union. The state assumed complete control of every aspect of the film

industry from the shooting and processing, up to distribution. In accordance with

Chairman Mao’s saying that ‘art should serve politics all the way’, ‘film was

transformed from primarily a mass entertainment into a machine of political

indoctrination’ (Zhang & Xiao 1998. p. 21).

Many films produced in these years were on the theme of ‘liberation’. As for gender

considerations, films tended to describe women as liberated from the conventional

marriage system and liberated from male chauvinism by the Communist revolution.

Mao Zedong’s saying that ‘women can do everything that men do’ and ‘men and

women are same’ subverted gender discrimination, while simultaneously erasing the

discrepancy between men and women, hence downplaying women as an independent

gender. This minimising of gender identification was also reflected in enforced

physical uniformity (Cui 2003, p. xiii).

Women who appeared on screen or reality were all in plain costumes, without makeup,

hairdo, or jewelry. They were called ‘iron women’ who had iron bodies and iron

minds matched with the revolutionary needs, thus they were political cadres, model

workers, or national heroes. Thus, woman as a sexual, gendered subject disappeared

from filmic representation. Without personal love, they tended to be independent

single women who had only revolutionary-related friendships with men (Dai (Part 2)

et al. 2001, p. 4/7). This situation led to a new era when women started leave their

families and join all kinds of professions previously occupied by men, including film

production. While their role had limitations, these women and their place in China’s

film history provided valuable knowledge and experiences for the later generation of

women filmmakers who form the primary focus of this study.

In the 1950s, the newly established government trained the first group of female

cinematographers: Shu Shijun, Wang Yunhui, Chen Jinshu, Wang Liansheng, and
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Guan Zijun (Fang 2003, p. 132). Among them, Shu was the first to graduate and work

for the Central Newsreel and Documentary Film Studio that was established in 1953.

Many important documentaries of the early period of the PRC were shot by Shu, such

as The ceremony of conferring by Chairman Mao (1955), and Chairman among the

working people (1958) (Kang n.d.).

The establishment of the PRC also fostered the appearance of the first female director,

Wang Ping, who, before 1949, was an actress that played many revolutionary figures

in dramas and films. In 1936 she married a famous screenwriter Song Zhidi, and the

couple followed the Communist Party and continued their film careers. After 1949,

Wang was promoted to director by the CCP. She directed many well-known and

popular feature films during the first seventeen years of PRC, including The story of

Liubao (1958), The everlasting electric wave (1958), and Sentinel under the neon

light (1962) (Xu 2007, p. 13), all of which glorify the liberation army of the CCP.

After Mao’s death in 1976, China entered a new era, as Deng Xiaoping took control

and implemented a series of economic reforms from late 1978. Under Deng’s

leadership the CCP government became more liberal than it had ever been. Foreign

investments were encouraged and new technologies eagerly sought. With China

Central Television (CCTV) formally established in 1978, women gradually entered

the television industry. During the late 1980s, second-wave feminism was introduced

into China with the translations of Western feminism works such as Le Deuxième sexe

(1949) by Simone de Beauvoir, A room of one's own (1929) by Virginia Woolf and

Feminist literary theory (1972) by Mary Eagleton, etc. These intellectual works

facilitated the spreading and academic study of feminism in China (Zhao n.d.). In

1995, the Fourth World Conference on Women was held in Beijing, which gave an

opportunity for Chinese women to think about feminism and the courage to pursue

their careers. Hence, from the beginning of 1990s, when China experienced the

transition from a planned economy to a market one, more and more women began to

explore careers in the expanding television system and became directors and
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producers.

In the era of economic reform, market needs and popular culture returned the female

to a role as the secondary gender and a sexual commodity. ‘The new emphasis on

gender difference relocates women in the social, political, and economic margins’

(Cui 2003, p. xiii). Therefore, as set forth in the introduction, female filmmakers

tended to hide their gender identification so as to seek success in the mainstream

filmmaking system. It is the same situation with documentary productions in the

governmental television system. Women have to make concessions to the double

pressures of mainstream ideology and the hidden culture of the male chauvinism

within the television system. This fact has seldom been discussed or even mentioned

by women documentary filmmakers themselves and researchers, and it is one I will

explore in more depth in the following chapters.

As previously discussed (Lu 2003, Berry 2009), the independent documentary

productions that emerged from the end of 1980s were often presented in opposition to

the dominant television system. However, this opposition was primarily aimed at the

‘special topic’ format of CCTV (i.e., mainstream production). Hence, it was not

consciously opposing male chauvinism. In fact, before the emergence of DV cameras

in 1996, females were almost entirely excluded from independent production, the

exception being Looking for the Cobra (1996). Directed by Liu Xiaojin, this

documentary is about the situation of several women artists. It has been neglected by

filmmakers and researchers; perhaps this is due to the unfashionable gender issues

within it, or because it was seen as derivative of Wu Wenguang’s film Bumming in

Beijing. Liu once said ‘they thought my Looking for the Cobra just imitated Wu

Wenguang’s Bumming in Beijing, I don’t think so cause I want to express women

artists’ innermost feeling from a female perspective. It is different’ (Liu, 2008). On the

appearance of the DV camera, Wu Wenguang himself says ‘this portable camera made

it possible and convenient for women to join the new documentary production. And

this participation is a gospel as well as a disturbance to the male dominated field’ (Wu
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et al. 2001).

The cohort of independent female documentary filmmakers in China has rarely been

academically studied—neither in English or Chinese scholarly publications. I could

only find five one-off interviews with female directors that appeared across several

sources. These female filmmakers are Li Hong, Yang Lina, Ji Dan, Feng Yan and Ying

Weiwei, and it is worth reviewing their work before turning in depth to my own

primary research.

Among the five interviews, three (Li Hong, Yang Lina and Ji Dan) were conducted by

the collaborating interviewers Mei Bing and Zhu Jingjiang. When they undertook the

interviews, Mei (a woman) was working for a human geography journal and Zhu (a

man) was a PhD candidate of cultural anthropology in Beijing University. This

material is incorporated in their work The archive of the independent documentaries

of China (2004), which was mentioned in the literature review. Of the nineteen people

they interviewed in the field of independent documentary, only three were women. It

is worth noting that Zhu Jingjiang is now a documentary director in CCTV.

LiLiLiLi HongHongHongHong

Li Hong is considered by many filmmakers and scholars as the first to document

contemporary China from a female perspective. There are two interviews with her.

The title of her interview with Lv Xinyu is《被发现的女性视角》‘A female perspective

is found’ (Lu 2003, p. 203). The interview held with Mei & Zhu introduces her as the

unique female representative of the new documentary movement (Mei & Zhu 2004, p.

212). Li Hong’s representative production is Out of Phoenix-Bridge (1997). In this

film, she aimed her camera at several migrant female workers in Beijing who came

from the poor village Phoenix-Bridge. The camera follows the rising and faltering of

their dreams and loves as they reluctantly return to the closed world of their

hometown and future husbands. It was awarded the Ogawa Shinsuke Prize at the

Yamagata International Documentary Film Festival, New Asian Currents Awards
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1997, and later was purchased by BBC for screening (Fang 2003, pp. 366-367).

The interview made by Lv focuses on Out of Phoenix-Bridge, and discusses the

female perspective and the relation between filmmakers and subjects (i.e. the ethics of

documentary filmmaking). Li Hong discusses how her private feminine

communication with her subjects helped to establish a female point of view.

Meanwhile, the documentary made her feel guilty toward her subjects because she felt

she had been too intrusive and all its benefits had been for her, the filmmaker. She felt

she had betrayed their trust: ‘I am not for them but for myself’ (Lv 2003, p. 209)

From the interviews one can see that as a graduate of the television-production major

at The Beijing Broadcasting Institute and then working for a governmental television

station, she is a peculiar figure within the group in that she has been trained

professionally. I will discuss the institutional background of the female

documentarians in my case studies. It must be noted that Li was assisted in her film

by many of the male pioneers of independent documentary, including Wu Wenguang,

Duan Jinchuan, Jiang Yue and Li Xiaoshan (Mei & Zhu 2004, p.15). However, as Li

Hong hasn’t made any documentaries in recent years, she is excluded from my

interview list. Moreover, no further information exists as what she is currently doing.

YangYangYangYang LinaLinaLinaLina

Yang Lina is considered by researchers such as Mei Bing and Zhu Jingjiang as the

first successful independent documentary amateur filmmaker to use unprofessional

DV facilities (Mei & Zhu, 2004, p301). Her documentary Old men (1999), won many

international film festivals awards, including Official Selection and Award of

Excellence at the Yamagata International Documentary Film Festival, 1999 (Japan),

Golden Dove of Peace Prize at the Leipzig Documentary Film Festival, 2000

(Germany), SCAM Prize at the Cinéma du réel, 2000 (France), and screening at the

Association for Asian Studies Film Festival, 2001 (USA) and Global Visions Festival,

2001 (Canada). Yang spent over two years documenting her neighbourhood's elderly

residents, who gather on a street corner each day. It is her first film; prior to making it,
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she didn't know how to operate a DV camera. (Zhang 2007, p. 98)

Mei and Zhu’s interview with Yang Lina focuses on two issues. One is the actual

documentaries that she produced, Old men (1999) and A family video tape (2001). The

second film interviews members of her own family about a painful past event. The

second issue is her individual experience of being a film actress and a documentary

filmmaker. One interview question relates to my study, asking what is documentary.

Yang answered that she had no idea about it as she just gets pleasure from it, and

‘documentary would not be my career’ (Mei & Zhu, 2004, p. 309). Obviously Yang,

who is one of my primary research interviewees, has changed her opinion since, and

today defines documentary as her life and long-term career (Yang 2009).

JiJiJiJi DanDanDanDan

Ji Dan is a filmmaker who feels a continuing concern and passion for the theme of

Tibet. She has made a series of Tibetan documentaries including A happy life of

Gongbu (1999) and Old people (2000) (Mei & Zhu 2004, p. 229).

Mei & Zhu’s interview with Ji focuses on the shooting experiences and the relations

between filmmaker and her subjects. It is worth noting that the interviewers raised the

issue of gender in a question about what the filmmaker thought about the female

perspective. Ji answered with no consciousness of it, she just felt women had an

advantage in interviewing, expressing ‘it is more likely the general public like to talk

on camera to a female interviewer’ (Mei & Zhu 2004, p. 235). Not coincidentally, this

answer is similar with some of the filmmakers that I have interviewed. In her

interview with Mei and Zhu, Ji thought that, while documentary filmmaking is an

ideal occupation, it has many impediments, such as the limited audience and funding

(Mei & Zhu 2004, p. 243). However, the interviewers didn’t explore this issue any

further. A detailed study of this issue will be found in my following research on her

work.
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FengFengFengFeng YanYanYanYan

In 1994, Feng Yan began observing the migration caused by the Three Gorges Project,

which is the greatest water-conservation project in China. Because of the building of

the dam, the villagers’ houses were flooded. Feng Yan followed the resulting impacts

on the lives of these ordinary people, culminating in her documentaries Dream of the

Yangtze Rive (1997) and Bing Ai (2007). The latter won Punto De Vista First Prize for

the Best Film at the Punto De Vista International Documentary Film Festival in

Navarra (Spain), 2007, and Ogawa Shinsuke Prize at the Yamagata International

Documentary Film Festival, NewAsian Currents Awards, 2007 (Zhang 2007, p. 98).

My study of Feng is assisted by an interview made in 2007 by Liu Jie, an associate

professor of China Media University, whose academic interests focus on documentary,

film history, and television-program study. The interview title is Bing Ai - Hardship

and confidence of life. Its focus is the underlying intentions and the shooting process

of Bing Ai. Liu and Feng mainly discussed the relationship between filmmakers and

subjects. Feng mentioned that sincerity and mutual trust are vital for communication

and that time is the most important factor in making a documentary since Bing Ai took

her eight years of continuing observation (Liu 2008). My interview with Feng

canvasses a broader field concerning her documentary career and gender perspectives.

YingYingYingYingWeiweiWeiweiWeiweiWeiwei

Ying Weiwei is the first woman director to focus on the theme of lesbians. The box

(2001), Ying’s first digital video production, is a documentary about the ‘naked truth’

of the private life of a lesbian couple. The box was exhibited in 2002 at the prestigious

Berlin International Film Festival, at a ‘visual truth’ film festival in Switzerland, and

at festivals in Hong Kong, Japan and South Korea. Since then, it has travelled to

France, the Netherlands and the USA (Zhang, pp 179-192).

The only available secondary information that exists on Ying is a short personal

account that she has written and posted on the internet (Ying 2004). In it she notes
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that she worked for a government television station from 1999, and that The box is her

first and only independent production, in which she expresses her ideas on

disadvantaged groups of women. Ying focuses on describing the relationship with her

subjects, as well as her complicated feelings on making the documentary. Unlike Li

Hong, who openly expressed feelings of guilt, Ying confesses that shooting the

documentary was a painful process because she had to constantly struggle with her

ambiguous identity on location: ‘Was I a director? A recorder? A listener? A witness?

Or their friend?’. She admits ‘This is exactly what makes a documentary cruel’ (Ying

2004). Ying has not made any films since The Box. For this reason I did not attempt to

interview her, and there is no further information about what she is doing now.

Since independent filmmakers remain on the margins in contemporary China, and

woman filmmakers are marginal within the independent documentary community,

one can imagine their predicament. However, there is no specific study concerning the

survival of the woman independent filmmakers as a cohort. The limited established

case studies based on interviews are scattered and incomplete, always focused on one

production rather than a body of work or a filmmaking context. The existing literature

concentrates on a certain documentary rather than the woman filmmaker herself. This

is further complicated by the paradox that, as a cohort, women filmmakers tend to

generally neglect feminist philosophy. I will explore the issue in further research in

this study. In subsequent chapters, I will also eke out some of the mechanisms through

which this work has come to international attention.
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ChapterChapterChapterChapter 3333WomenWomenWomenWomen’’’’ssss IndependentIndependentIndependentIndependent DocumentaryDocumentaryDocumentaryDocumentary inininin ChinaChinaChinaChina ––––

AnAnAnAnAuditAuditAuditAudit ofofofof ConditionsConditionsConditionsConditions

Following the review of secondary sources in the last chapter about female

independent documentary filmmakers in mainland China, this chapter will develop

seven case studies. It uses the primary materials of my six interviews and secondary

materials found on an important filmmaker whom I was unfortunately not able to

interview. I will identify different forces that activate the field, including the general

background of each of the filmmakers, and their social-economic-political conditions,

such as available funding, political censorship, and economic engagement with the

market. I do so since such forces have heavily influenced their interpretations of the

concept and functions of independent documentary films as well as the role of

filmmakers. I will analyse female filmmakers’ different interpretations of a gendered

perspective and their strategies for entering the film industry and creating new

positions that are distinguished from the male filmmakers. I will also discuss the

relation between filmmakers and their subjects, including the sensitive issue of ethics.

When studying a group, dividing them into sub-groups is a useful analytical and

communicative tool. For my study of Chinese female independent documentary

filmmakers, I considered several approaches for categorising the seven women. Firstly,

I considered sorting them according to generations. Among the seven women, one is

born in the 1950s, two in the 1960s, and the remainder in the 1970s. However, there is

no persuasive delimitation between the different generations apart from certain

aspects such as the theme of their documentaries. I then considered dividing them

according to their source of income, as two of them work in mainstream television

stations, but the differences in their independent documentary work is not enough to

be categorised. Subsequently, I attempted to classify the group based on whether they

have an overseas background as two of them studied in Japan, but similarly, it cannot

be established that this has a major impact on their work. And when I sorted them
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according to their personal styles, it was still unpersuasive. Like many independent

filmmakers in China, they share many characteristics, which can be attributed to the

current social-economic-political constraints. Therefore, I will study them as a

consistent cohort, but divide the content of the answers over two chapters. From the

research questions listed in the introductory chapter, it is possible to split the answers

into two parts; the first considers the filmmakers’ background and situations in

contemporary China, the second explores gender issues through analysing their films

and their personal situations via gender relations. Before presenting the case studies, I

will briefly introduce each of the research participants, based on my interviews. They

are listed in order of the interviewing process.

I interviewed LiuLiuLiuLiu XiaojinXiaojinXiaojinXiaojin on 10 October 2008 in the bar that she operates (she runs

this in addition to making documentaries), which located in Kunming, the capital city

of the Yunnan Province. Born in 1954, she graduated from the Department of Chinese

Language and Literature, Kunming University, with a Bachelor’s degree. She is a

professional documentary film director working for the Yunnan TV station. She has

been making documentaries independently since 1990. Her independent productions

include A collection of five artists in the south-west of contemporary China (1992),

Looking for the Cobra (1995), Mask (2002), and Tianfeng and his Learning Center

(2005).

I interviewed WangWangWangWang FenFenFenFen on 4 December 2008 in her home in Beijing. She was born

in 1978, and studied performance at Shandong College of Art after previously being a

model and actress. She started making independent documentaries in 1997, and turned

to make fiction films in 2006. Her productions include Not only one is unhappy

(2000), Sunday here (2003), and a fictional film Box (2007).

I interviewed ZhangZhangZhangZhang YaxuanYaxuanYaxuanYaxuan in a coffee bar in her office building in Beijing on 9

December 2008. She born in 1973, and graduated from the department of Art of

Beijing Normal University in 2000. She is a film critic, organiser of independent film
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exhibitions, and devoted to the promotion of independent film in China. She is the

associate producer of Feng’s documentary Bing Ai (2007), but not herself otherwise a

filmmaker. She was interviewed for her knowledge of film distribution and exhibition.

I interviewed GuoGuoGuoGuo JingJingJingJing in an office of Shanghai TV Station on 15 December 2008.

She born in 1976, and graduated from the Department of Journalism of Fudan

University with a Bachelor’s degree. While she currently works in Shanghai TV

station’s documentary department, she also produces independent documentaries. Her

productions include Fruitful summer (2003), Circus school (2006), 2006, All about my

friends (2007), and War of growing up (2008). All her productions have been

produced in cooperation with her male partner Ke Dingding. Usually they codirect,

and Guo works as editor and Ke as cinematographer.

I interviewed YangYangYangYang LinaLinaLinaLina in her home in Beijing on 17 March 2009. She born in 1972,

became a dancer in 1986, and graduated from the Liberation Army College of Arts in

the specialty of Performance in 1995. After this she was a member of the Modern

Drama Troupe of General Political Department for several years. She started making

independent documentaries from 1997. Her productions include Old men (1999),

Dancing together (2006), A family Video Tape (2007), Lao An (2008), The woman

bureaucrats (forthcoming), and Temple (forthcoming).

I interviewed FengFengFengFeng YanYanYanYan in her home in Beijing on 18 March 2009. She was born in

1962, attained a studied Bachelor’s Degree in Japanese literature at the Tianjin

Foreign Language University, and then completed her Master’s and PhD in

Economics in Japan. She began producing independent documentaries in 1994. Her

productions include Dream of the Yangtze River (1997), Bing Ai (2007), and Women

along the Yangtze River (forthcoming).

While I wasn’t able to interview JiJiJiJi DanDanDanDan, I will include her as she is an important

female independent documentary filmmaker. Ji born in 1963, graduated from the
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Department of Chinese Language and Literature of Beijing Normal University in

1987 with a Bachelor’s degree, then studied literature in Japan for several years for

reasons unrelated to film production. She started independent documentary production

from 1994. Her productions include A happy life of Gongbu (1999), Old people

(2000), Time of being together (2003), Floating cloud (2006), Spiral staircase of

Harbin (2008) (Mei & Zhu, 2004, P229.). All her films were produced with a male

partner, Sha Qing, who works as the editor, while she is the director and

cinematographer.

This chapter will consider these seven filmmakers in relation to each other. It will

make some general points about the conditions of production in China more generally

for women, and seek to understand their context and what has allowed them to

achieve a measure of international recognition. It will also analyse their original

motivation for documentary and where they acquired both knowledge and technical

proficiency, and discuss their means of production and distribution. In the next chapter,

I will consider the impact of their gender on their work.

MotivationsMotivationsMotivationsMotivations forforforfor thethethethe ChoiceChoiceChoiceChoice ofofofof VocationVocationVocationVocation

Making independent documentaries in China is not generally a financially rewarding

profession; documentary filmmakers are more likely to lose money rather than earn

any. What is more, the impossibility of cinema release and the negligible audience

figures (when compared to those that attend commercial films) makes the career

choice even less appealing. Therefore, it seemed necessary to question the

individuals’ motivations for choosing independent documentary as a vocation.

As employees of the mainstream TV station, Liu and Guo were both tired of the

generalising propaganda mode of the state broadcasting apparatus. They had hoped to

express their individual ideas and understanding of their society. Thus, the driving

force behind their choice of working on independent production was their desire to

show the truth and to express themselves:
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The state TV had a premise that all productions have to serve the purpose

of the party’s propaganda. Thus whatever idea we composed had to fit

into the big picture…and you could find the influence of Soviet Union all

through. I wasn’t satisfied, since I was hoping to produce some touching,

powerful, real and meaningful program; something that can be called a

piece of work. (Liu 2008)

So we rented a camera and started shooting, not knowing what’s ahead.

We thought then that we’d make it entirely ours, not even considering

broadcasting or anything, a work that we understand. (Guo 2008)

For the two filmmakers who had previously worked as actresses, their motivation is

somewhat different:

It was too passive to act, especially if you were in the army with a certain

form that you had to follow. I hated it. I felt something terribly wrong

about it. Then I found out about documentary. I realised that I could

express myself through filming those seniors. I must possess some

artistic energy and I can fully make use of it on that little camera, though

I was clumsy on the stage. (Yang 2009)

I went to a private school to study acting, then later at a university. I

didn’t pay much attention. My sister was then studying at the Beijing

University…I often went to her classes, some were on filmmaking. There

was a teacher who showed a documentary, Windy Beijing by Ju Anqi. I

liked it and thought I could do it too. So I borrowed a camera and started

my first one. (Wang 2008)

Both Yang and Wang express their dissatisfaction with acting; obviously they were

eager to do something more active that could better achieve their self-realisation.
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These four filmmakers share a common characteristic, which is a previous

relationship to films before they started making them. By contrast, Feng and Ji were

from a totally different educational background—as Feng noted, her previous world

was ‘completely irrelevant to filmmaking’. Their joining this group is mostly due to

the influence of Japan’s active documentary film environment of the early 1990s, as

well as to their own eagerness for finding a way to express themselves. As Feng

mentioned, ‘I like to be with people more than stay alone with academic research’. So

these two withdrew from their original majors and devoted themselves from then on

to documentary. As I discovered, the desire to freely express one’s ideas and reality is

a vital motivation for all the female filmmakers in this study.

With the passion of pursuing a documentary vocation, these women have to also

confront the reality of holding the pertinent professional knowledge for making films.

As I found out, their knowledge has been acquired in two major ways: personal

consumption of cultural products and social professional practice.

ConsumptionConsumptionConsumptionConsumption ofofofof CulturalCulturalCulturalCultural ProductsProductsProductsProducts andandandand OtherOtherOtherOther InfluencesInfluencesInfluencesInfluences

Filmmakers are creators as well as consumers of cultural products. For the

participants in my research, the cultural products they consume, such as

documentaries and literature considerably influence their understanding of their

society and the role of film and filmmakers. Such influences are directly and

indirectly reflected in their own productions.

According to my studies, all the surveyed female documentary filmmakers were

influenced by domestic documentaries and international documentaries, especially

Japanese and American Direct Cinema. The key representative of the former is Ogawa

Shinsuke, and of the latter, Frederick Wiseman.

The CCTV broadcasted a TV series called The Great Wall (1991), which

used a documentary approach. I found what I always wanted…Wu
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Wenguang’s work focused on the dark side and the struggling of individual

life, his work first introduced us to the documentary world. It was a

conceptual break-through to us… The CCTV held an international

documentary screening which introduced a lot of works by Ogawa

Shinsuke and Wiseman; there was another one, Black harvest, which talked

about the Aboriginal people of Australian [it was, in fact, New Guinea]. I

love Wiseman’s work since he seems to have such a broad perspective and

powerful strength while his expression is modest. (Liu 2008)

Liu and Wu were classmates in the department of Chinese Language and Literature at

Kunming University. Liu’s first production, A collection of five artists in the

south-west of contemporary China (1992), is considered to be greatly influenced by

Wu’s Bumming in Beijing (1990) in that they are both documents of independent

artists’ strategies for survival. They were both moved by these artists, who created

rebellious artistic forms that different from their ancestors by challenging the political

ideology. Liu said that she was influenced by The Great Wall, which was a

coproduction between CCTV and TBS (Tokyo Broadcasting System Inc.). The style

of the on-the-spot record of this series that enlightened Liu reflects Japanese influence.

Liu considers her longest documentary Tianfeng and his Learning Center (2005) to

possess a broad perspective just like Wiseman, and she remembers recalling the

filmmaker of Black harvest, Bob Connolly’s understanding of ethical issues, which

helped her making the right choice when confronting a similar conflict.

Feng has studied and worked in Japan, and she talked about her experience in the

Yamagata International Documentary Festival:

I was overwhelmed the first time I saw the works of Ogawa Shinsuke in

1993 at Yamagata, mostly from Sanrizuka series2. It’s my first time to

2 Ogawa Shinsuke (1936-1992) is the founder of Yamagata International Documentary Festival.
He put forward the view of ‘time is vital for documentary’. He always spent several years to make
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ever know about documentaries… There was a book by Ogawa Shinsuke

published then, Harvest film (1992); I felt I was greatly influenced.

Because all the first concepts I had about documentary, the thoughts and

feelings, and all the pleasures I longed for and imagined before the

shooting were described in the book. I learned so much from it… The

thing that affected me the most was his attitude towards the subjects…

and his opinion about time. (Feng 2009)

Feng translated the book she mentioned into Chinese, which was published in China

in 2007 and attracted many acolytes. In the interview, Feng also discussed American

Direct Cinema and Wiseman with passion.

Like Feng, Ji lived in Japan for several years. Although in the interview she didn’t

definitively point out which films influenced her, she admitted that Japanese

documentaries and filmmakers propelled her to carry the camera for the first time

(Mei & Zhu, 2004, p.230). Meanwhile, her style is affected by American Direct

Cinema (An interview with Ji Dan 2010).

As a comparatively young filmmaker, Guo also mentioned international influences on

her documentary production during our interview.

In 2001 and 2002 at the Shanghai Film Festival we saw a few

documentaries that made a deep impression on us. There was one called

Louvre (French) that documented an exhibition at the Louvre. There was

no conversation or narration and we thought that was close to our ideal

documentary. (Guo 2008)

a documentary and his style is observational with the common characteristics of immovable long
shots. Many Chinese filmmakers are influenced by his style and theory.
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During the interview, she also referred to some of Wiseman’s productions that she had

watched and appreciated. The characteristics of no conversation or narration are

reflected in almost all her productions.

By contrast, as the youngest participant, Wang’s taste is markedly different from the

others. She was attracted to making films after watching the Chinese documentary

Windy Beijing (1999) by Ju Anqi. This documentary by Ju records the process of Ju’s

walking around the city of Beijing with a DV camera and asking the same question to

everybody he met: ‘Do you think the wind is strong in Beijing?’ Everyone had his or

her own personal reaction to this unexpected man and his (unexpected) question.

Wang preferred this constructed expression rather than the observational approach;

‘Documentary is a touching subject but I rarely watch them, especially some of the

local ones. They have the same slow pace as in real life. I can’t stand it since I’m

already bored with life’s pace.’ This is reflected in her production Not only one is

unhappy, where she adopts a fast-paced montage at the beginning of the documentary.

One of the filmmakers did not believe her practice was strongly influenced by others’

work. Yang described Old man (her first work) as follows:

…That’s where I found those seniors sitting there and I felt they were

quite interesting to me. So I made the first contact and then the idea of

filming them came to my mind later…I didn’t know it was called

documentary when I shot my first one. I knew it wasn’t a drama since I

would need actors for a drama. So for a long while I wasn’t aware of the

nature of my work... But I felt I found my direction and kept going.

(Yang 2009)

In our conversation, Yang did however refer to her acceptance of Denmark’s Dogma
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953, which she learnt about after several years of making films, saying she favored a

similar naturalness and simplicity in making documentary.

In general, most of the female filmmakers prefer and practice the style of

observational cinema. As the exception, exploring dramatic style in her

documentaries, Wang recently changed her focus to fictional film. Through their

responses, one can see how the consumption of cultural products helps filmmakers to

build their personal styles of documentary.

ProfessionalProfessionalProfessionalProfessional TrainingTrainingTrainingTraining andandandandWorkWorkWorkWork PracticesPracticesPracticesPractices

As revealed in the previous section, all the filmmakers I focus on have not received

educational training in film production. Their professional knowledge has largely

arisen through trial and error. The means of training can be divided into three groups.

•••• ChinaChinaChinaChina TVTVTVTV IndustryIndustryIndustryIndustry SystemSystemSystemSystem

Liu and Guo both work in government television stations. Liu entered Yunnan TV

Station two years after her graduation from university, and was allocated to the

‘Special Topic Programs’ department. She began to learn film production from senior

staff members, practiced, and gradually developed skills. She bought equipment, such

as cameras and software after starting her independent production in 1990, and has

kept up with new technologies. When talking about her films’ cinematography, she

mentioned with confidence that ‘the best scenes all come from my shooting’.

Guo entered Shanghai TV Station immediately after graduating from university,

doing a year-long internship there before officially starting working in 1998. She

acknowledged learning her skills ‘all through work’. In the interview, she discussed

3 DogmaDogmaDogmaDogma 95959595 is a filmmaking movement started in 1995 by the Danish directors Lars von Trier
and Thomas Vinterberg. They insisted on making films with traditional values of story, acting and
theme, but based on available lighting, amateur acting and found sound instead of using special
effects or technology.
See GreenCine primer on Dogme95 < http://www.greencine.com/static/primers/dogme95.jsp>
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that she and her partner tried to change the Chinese documentary tradition of

neglecting audio, which typically happens either because filmmakers work alone

(which limits complicated shooting set-ups), or through poor economic circumstances.

There is also a style of official documentary that uses copious narration as the main

element of the soundtrack. As resources were limited, Guo used a hand-held

microphone in her first independent production. Over time, she improved her

techniques, using a boom pole in the next documentary and wireless microphone in

the third one. She has rented an audio workstation for her forthcoming productions.

Thus, both Liu and Guo accumulated their knowledge of film-production technologies

through professional training in TV stations, which enhanced their ensuing

independent productions.

•••• InternationalInternationalInternationalInternational TVTVTVTV IndustryIndustryIndustryIndustry

Feng and Ji share the background of studying and working in Japan. They both

mentioned a Japanese man named Yezhong Zhanghong. Feng refered to ‘Yezhong

Zhanghong, the one who taught me how to use a camera’, and who supported her

both spiritually and economically to go to Yamagata to watch films, where she

became initially attracted to documentary film. Ji also said that the first push of her

documentary career was from this man. Yezhong Zhanghong is a member of a

Japanese journalist organisation of freelance Asian journalists named Asia Press

International, who proposed a view that Asian people should document themselves

instead of being documented by foreigners. Hence he and the organisation attempted

to cultivate film directors from other Asian counties, teaching them simple skills and

supplying a small amount of funding. As Ji said, ‘Feng Yan and I belong to the

cultivated’ (An interview with Ji Dan 2010). Feng and Ji were introduced to the

Japanese television industry through work opportunities where they learnt practical

knowledge of producing films. Feng and Ji have practiced their independent

productions in China for more than a decade, where they continue to explore and

develop their own style.
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•••• CompletelyCompletelyCompletelyCompletely IndependentIndependentIndependentIndependent

By contrast, Yang and Wang have had no professional training in any television

industries; on the contrary, they are self-taught and have learned through trial and

error. As Yang said, ‘I didn’t study it specifically. Even the films I make now are

mostly by automatic video cameras, rarely manual ones.’ Wang recalled, ‘I didn’t

know how to use the camera though it was a very simple one. So I asked a

cameraman at work to teach me. It was only 5 or 10 minutes’ teaching. So that was it

and I started from there.’

Apart from their similar characteristic of not having formal filmmaking education,

these female filmmakers share something else in common: their attitude to

technology.

I’ve got no techniques. You can see it from my work… It seemed to me

that shooting a documentary doesn’t need that much technique, of course

I mean in my case. (Feng 2009)

Even the films I make now are mostly by automatic video cameras,

rarely manual ones… I feel skills aren’t that important. (Yang 2009)

I borrowed a camera and started my first one…Later on I noticed the

pictures were rough but I didn’t mind it at all. It looked good to me.

(Wang 2008)

The films I have made are all by automatic video cameras, I don’t know

how to operate it manually and I never want to know. (An interview with

Ji Dan 2010)

These statements don’t necessarily mean technology is not important to the

filmmakers; indeed, most of them later argued that Chinese documentaries’ lack of
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sophisticated technology should be transformed. While this seems contradictory, an

excerpt of Feng Yan’s interview explains this apparent paradox:

In the beginning a friend of mine taught me how to shoot an interview.

He told me to include a long shot, a mid shot and a close-up… Later on I

felt those were only useful in the beginning. The more I know about

documentary, and want to have my own style, the more I found those

were only some formulas…Then I watched more and picked the way I

felt comfortable with… Shooting a film definitely needs techniques and

skills. But I mean when I examine my work, the best parts, the parts

touching me the most, were shot without much intention. I just felt it and

followed and recorded it, thinking little about techniques…what would it

have been if I studied film? I sometimes wonder. But I feel it’s my luck

that I didn’t study film, since perhaps it would have been fruitless if I did,

with all the rules and such, you know. (Feng 2009)

This reveals why these filmmakers’ attitudes to technologies are what they are; most

of them feel that the amount of emotion or feelings invested in a project is a highly

important element.

ConditionsConditionsConditionsConditions ofofofof SurvivalSurvivalSurvivalSurvival

Though the Chinese Communist Party still exerts ideological control over the media

industry, prohibiting freedom of speech, and films still require full censorship before

distribution, market reform and globalisation have largely diversified the situation of

independent filmmakers, which gives them diverse opportunities to enter the industry

from funding to distribution.

•••• FundingFundingFundingFunding

According to the female filmmakers I studied, their funding includes several

approaches: self-raised funding, rewards from international film festivals,
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international foundations, and cooperation with television stations. Currently, the

mainland China has no government schemes for documentary funding like those that

exist in many Western countries.

Self-raisedSelf-raisedSelf-raisedSelf-raised FundingFundingFundingFunding

Without exception, all the filmmakers in my study self-supported their first

production. What makes this possible is that documentary film is not as reliant on

complicated equipment and a crew as a feature film; on the contrary, it can be a

one-person job with comparatively cheap and simple cameras. With this low budget,

they just put passion and time into the production, not caring about its economic

reward.

Some of them have won international awards for their first work though this had not

been their original impetus to making films. However, they can put the prize money

into their subsequent works, which also gives them confidence both economically and

mentally. As Guo talked about in the interview,

Our first one, Fruits of summer, was entirely funded by ourselves. Then I

received rewards from a French film festival Cinema Du Reel and a

Portuguese one, totalled about 50 grand. So we thought we’d keep it for

our next film. (Guo 2008)

Yang and Wang also won international awards for their first films and got some

money to start the next one although the prize was not enough to support their

following work or even to repay the costs that had been incurred. To a certain degree,

the majority of these women filmmakers are entirely self-funded. Yang’s complaint is

representative of this predicament:

So far I haven’t got any funding or financial support. I have been

shouldering it by myself and it’s getting harder now…I realised it’s a
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scary thing if you choose documentary as a career. There’s a lot of

financial pressure. Sometimes I wonder if it is because I chose this career

that now I’m worrying about money all the time. It’s a strange feeling.

(Yang 2009)

Even as a filmmaker with stable income from a television station, Guo feels financial

pressure:

As for an independent production you can basically do whatever you feel

like to do, to express the real thoughts of yours. But you’ll be very tight

with money and time. Because like me, many independent producers

cannot make a living out of documentaries. They have to have other jobs

to keep the food on the table. (Guo 2008)

Others like Liu, Feng and Ji, who didn’t win any prize with their first films, have to

gather money by all means for their ongoing work. This is one of the reasons why

some women directors are only transient figures in the field of independent

production. Some of them have to depend on their family’s support. Ji and Yang both

admitted that they spent their parents’ capital for the early productions. Liu and Feng

depend on their comparatively rich husbands’ financial support. As Liu mentioned,

her husband bought the first camera for her. Although Liu runs her own bar, it hasn’t

brought much money as she complained in our conversation.

InternationalInternationalInternationalInternational FoundationsFoundationsFoundationsFoundations

Although increasing globalisation brings international investment to China’s film

industry, it is still not easy for independent documentaries to find funding support, as

documentary is a minority product in China. Among the six filmmakers, there are two

who have had some support from international foundations, namely Feng and Guo.

Our second one received funding from Independent Television Service of
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America4 and we were co-producers. (Guo 2008)

Only Bing Ai received $5000USD funding during the postproduction...It

was from the AND (Asian Network of Documentary Fund)5 funding

from PIFF (Pusan International Film Festival, Korea), a funding agency

for young Asian filmmakers. Though $5000USD is not a big amount, it

was far from enough, but it is kind of an encouragement. (Feng 2009)

Nevertheless, Feng and Guo both think themselves lucky for receiving funding,

despite it being hard to apply, and sometimes hard to collect, when successful.

There are a lot funding agencies overseas and I did try to apply once or

twice. But it’s too much paperwork and after doing all it you still don’t

stand a good chance of getting it. So I mostly used my own money. (Feng

2009)

Guo talked about her experience of applying for Australian funding. She related that

the foundation in question requested that she and her partner to go to Australia to

present some sample footage before getting the funding. They abandoned the

application because the cost of travel and accommodation would have almost equalled

the funding, making it redundant. The rest of the filmmakers have never had the

4 ITVS is funded by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting which gets taxpayer support. The
fund works with independent producers to present viewpoints not otherwise part of the
broadcasting landscape. The ‘International Call’ funding initiative was designed to give U.S.
audiences access to international voices on American television.
See http://www.itvs.org/funding/international-call

5 The Asian Network of Documentary Fund (AND) is a loose coalition of film festival organisers
committed to supporting the production and distribution of Asian documentaries. Its members
collaborate to build and strengthen the network among Asian documentary filmmakers, while the
administration and oversight of AND are being managed by PIFF. The AND fund is made possible
by six universities in the Busan region.
See http://acf.piff.org/Template/Builder/00000001/page.asp?page_num=1891
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opportunity of any international foundation support.

CooperationCooperationCooperationCooperation withwithwithwith TVTVTVTV StationsStationsStationsStations

As Liu and Guo are staff members of government television stations in China, they

have had opportunities to cooperate with them, which has helped to solve some of

their productions’ financial problems. But they sometimes have had to modify their

ideas or views otherwise the cooperation would have been impossible due to the

social-economical-political constraints of the mainstream media.

Liu complained in the interview that she had to abandon her plan to produce a

documentary about the ethnic minority women living in the countryside because

Yunnan TV Station wouldn’t approve it. She said with some heat,

They would not allow real documentaries to be made since there was no

audience. But if you never had a platform to hone this genre how could it

flourish? (Liu 2008)

She later said that she once had to edit a version of her movie Tianfeng and his

Learning Center that would be ‘suitable’ for the TV station; this was not only because

the original version is too long to broadcast but also for political reasons. In particular,

this documentary exposed some scandals within the government. Unlike Liu’s critical

attitude, Guo thinks the environment of Shanghai TV Station is comparatively benign.

Our fourth film is the current one Menarche. It is funded by the TV

station but our opinions are mostly preserved. They only asked not to

have any political issues included so the broadcasting will be smooth. So

it is not a really tight environment here to produce programs. (Guo 2008)

Obviously here, Shanghai TV Station will respect the filmmakers’ opinions only if

they don’t have any political issues included, otherwise, the broadcasting experience
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would not be smooth.

Since there is little possibility for independent filmmakers to cooperate with the

governmental TV stations without ideological interference, most of the female

filmmakers I studied tend rather to cooperate with international television stations.

I have produced another one, a very short one. It was about a couple of

kids, called Our Sunday. I gave it to the Phoenix TV (Hong Kong).

(Wang 2008)

While I was in Japan, I did some work for NHK, mostly reporting. I

could make a little money, not much. Then I did some translating work.

My funding was saved up in this way. (Feng 2009)

Then our third one 2006, All about my friends, was a co-production with

NHK of Japan since they came to us to film part of a series about modern

Chinese. (Guo2008)

I have occasional cooperation with NHK, this help me to collect tens of

thousands dollars every few years. (An interview with Ji Dan 2010)

Yet it is still debatable as to whether international cooperation allows independent

filmmakers to maintain their ideas’ independence. Three of the women had

experience working with NHK in Japan. Guo said that NHK wouldn’t interfere with

her independent views and ideas, rather ‘they only have some control on the

procedures’. By contrast, Feng has never considered cooperating with NHK for her

independent work apart from some reporting that she didn’t mind doing. However,

Ji’s statement exposed some other aspects within this cooperation.

NHK has their underlying rules. They need a story, which should be
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about social problems. Besides, the story must be illustrated clearly. If

you do as what they ask, you would be very ‘poor’, occupied every

minute with thinking about what they want…it would make the film

limited…it's very dangerous. That’s why I cooperated with NHK

temperately, only when I have no choice. After all, my partner and I both

haven’t any other income except documentary (An interview with Ji Dan

2010).

Of course, this kind of input is standard for independent directors in other parts of the

world, including Australia. In China, independent directors cannot get much help or

support thus they largely depend on themselves to make working situations. As I have

described, they mostly self-finance their films, sometimes they might get some prize

or award money, and some may get the chance to be released abroad, which assists

them in making their next film. Some directors may get support of foreign

foundations, though it is nearly impossible.

DistributionDistributionDistributionDistribution

Since the advent of independent documentary film in China, distribution has been a

serious problem. It previously was impossible to show such films to the Chinese

public, and although it is relatively better now, limitations still exist. The original

acceptance of independent productions came from the international markets.

•••• DistributionDistributionDistributionDistribution andandandand PromotionPromotionPromotionPromotion inininin ChinaChinaChinaChina

Within the Chinese context, it is impossible to talk about film distribution without

censorship. While censorship exists only for fiction film, the production and

distribution of documentary film are still controlled by the stated-owned central or

local broadcasting station. Therefore, all the independent documentary films are

regarded as ‘underground’ in China purely because they have no legal rights to be

censored (Yu 2008, p. 48).
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Zheng: My documentary films have nowhere to submit to be censored.

The law doesn’t cover documentary films. Most independent

documentary films show the dark side of the society, the Communist’s

broadcasting stations would of course not accept them…so they can only

be shown at some underground film festival domestically. It is

disappointing that my film can directly be screened by international

audiences, but not to Chinese public openly and officially. (Yu 2008, p.

49)

There are several non-governmental documentary film festivals in China, which all

have been established in recent years. Among them are YUNFEST (Yunnan Multi

Culture Visual Festival), based in Kunming Yunnan Province and established in 2003,

which is funded by the US Ford Foundation6; the China Documentary Film Festival,

based in Beijing, which is funded by the Li Xianting Film Foundation (Li is a famous

Chinese artist who established the Film Foundation in 2006); Wu Wenguang’s Beijing

studio, which screens independent productions and has great influence because of

Wu’s unique status in Chinese independent documentary film; and CIFF (China

Independent Film Festival) based in Nanjing, founded in 2003, which is an exhibition

held by several art colleges (Zhang 2008). These festivals are important channels for

filmmakers, such as those detailed here, to show their work to domestic audiences.

However, the filmmakers I spoke with ceaselessly try other approaches to also make

their films more popular.

…Then some universities as well. Some organisations also want you to

go sometimes, like some women organisations. It’d be better if there

were more ways to broadcast, but it is not the case for now. I’m not

6 The goal of the Ford Foundation’s work in China is to help ‘marginalised groups access
opportunities and resources’ to ‘help them gain essential resources to combat poverty, inequality
and discrimination.’
See http://www.fordfoundation.org/regions/china
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exactly clear, but it might not be allowed legally (Feng 2009).

We tried to promote them as much as we could. We have a plan to play

some documentaries once a week/month at the movie theater in Shanghai.

Circus school was played at a documentary festival in Guangzhou and

also on TV in Shanghai (Guo 2008).

We are powerless regarding the broadcasting of our works. We have

thought of some ways, although limited. The four of us that make

documentaries formed a ‘Compound Eye’ and invited some friends from

the literacy, some artists and students to watch our works… Since I

started the ‘Yunnan Yuansheng Indigenous Culture Development Center’

I had promised to play documentaries here. I organised the first

exhibition this August [2008] to play documentaries and I hope this place

will cultivate an audience base. As long as the center stands, we will

offer free documentaries for people to watch (Liu 2008).

The statements above demonstrate that the filmmakers try many avenues to better

distribute and promote their works, but remain worried about the current

film-distribution situation in China. Such difficulties have had a passive impact on

Yang, prompting her to think about the issue more philosophically:

I haven’t showed my work in the recent years so people don’t know if I

have anything in production. I suddenly feel there’s no meaning of

showing them… As a director, you shoot a film and whom do you show

it to? First of all our work can’t be shown in China. The TV can’t screen

them. At most they are shown to a small circle of friends. Then they can

be exported to some international film festivals. If you win you’ll attract

some buyers. To tell the truth, I don’t feel like going to some festivals. I

think it’s a real piece of work if the film can make a change in the lives

of its subjects... My work, I feel I can’t bring anything to my subjects,
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not even money. Then my producer said that they could help people to

understand another life. Fuck, I think that’s too vague. (Yang 2009)

Because it is impossible to legally release independent film through public channels in

China, it means they will not go to television stations, cinemas, or DVD publications.

Hence there is no profit or audience. As for the distribution, Zhang proposed her

opinion in the interview, ‘I think it still has to be done internationally, because the

main channels of making profit exist abroad, such as foreign academic organisations,

film festivals, and collections of some art organisations’. However, the situation is

getting better; high-quality works increase every year. Besides some domestic

festivals, independent films are also released in some bars, bookstores, colleges and

non-government art organisations, which have formed certain regular audiences in

recent years. Meanwhile the independent production industry is going gradually

towards a comparatively standard direction. For instance, some directors have begun

to ask for screening charges, which would have been unimaginable even two or three

years ago (Zhang 2008). However, these charges are usually very low and rarely

imposed.

•••• InternationalInternationalInternationalInternational DistributionDistributionDistributionDistribution

All of the filmmakers included in my study have participated in international film

festivals, and some of them have won awards. A few of them have also had the

chance to distribute their work internationally.

I have a producer now and she’s French. So after I finish my work, she’ll

try to promote it in some festivals. (Yang 2009)

Our second one received funding from Independent Television Service of

America and we were co-producers. They are marketing it through TV

and DVD. It has been broadcast through many channels including BBC,

PBS, YOE of Finland, DR from Denmark. Our third film was
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co-produced with NHK and they are in charge of the publishing. I’m not

aware of its current state. (Guo 2008)

The English version Mask was shortlisted at the Margret Mead Film &

Video Festival in New York, 2003. They asked me to do a presentation

about it as well. There was a documentary publisher, ‘The Third World’

in New York that represented me to market my work and later on I sold

two copies to some universities. (Liu 2008)

What has allowed each of them to achieve a measure of international recognition

given the constraints in finding a domestic audience? Feng and Yang explained it via

email correspondence.

I first attended some documentary festivals in China, then I sent my work

to Yamagata International Documentary Film Festival in 2007 and got an

award, after that, many other international festivals came to ask me to

attend. The AND (Asian Network of Documentary) fund I acquired is

just by my application (Feng, pers. comm. 31 May 2010).

I just apply to the international film festivals, and it is convenient now

through internet. Besides, the international festivals send staff to Beijing

regularly to select films. My connection with my French producer is

because she chose me after seeing my film and loving them (Yang, pers.

comm. 28 May 2010).

Through my interviews, I gathered that filmmakers often apply to participate in

international film festivals through the internet or via other filmmakers’ introduction.

Usually, after their attendance at one festival, their work would be known by many

related international organisations. As Wang said in the interview,
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Then Wu Wenguang saw it (my film) and asked me to go to Yamagata

International Film Festival. He submitted it for me actually. After that

there were other festivals asking me to go…then some foreign TV

wanted to buy it. (Wang 2008)

Compared with independent filmmakers elsewhere in the world, Chinese independent

filmmakers have less security but more freedom. As the interface with international

audiences grows, the filmmakers are generally reluctant to charge their films to

facilitate interface with their audiences. The next chapter will undertake more detailed

analysis of their films, and the impact of gender on their works.
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ChapterChapterChapterChapter 4:4:4:4: GenderGenderGenderGender IssuesIssuesIssuesIssues withinwithinwithinwithin ChineseChineseChineseChineseWomenWomenWomenWomen

IndependentIndependentIndependentIndependent DocumentaryDocumentaryDocumentaryDocumentary FilmmakersFilmmakersFilmmakersFilmmakers’’’’WorldsWorldsWorldsWorlds

The previous chapter discussed the selected filmmakers’ survival strategies to respond

to the current social-economic-political constraints in China. The aspects described

(such as funding, distribution, etc.) are those shared by most Chinese independent

documentary filmmakers, including males. By contrast, this chapter considers their

attitudes and tactics for confronting the male-dominated social ideology and film

industry. It does though through analysing their films, their attitudes toward subjects,

their understanding of documentary and independence, and even their individual

lives.

FromFromFromFrom PersonalPersonalPersonalPersonal ExperienceExperienceExperienceExperience totototo DocumentaryDocumentaryDocumentaryDocumentary FilmFilmFilmFilm

I discuss this issue because I believe that the individual marital status and experience

of the filmmakers interviewed may exert an influence on their attitude toward gender

issues, with a potential impact on the style and genre of their films.

Among the seven women that this study focuses on, five have had marital problems.

Liu has had two marriages; she divorced her first husband in early 1980s, and married

her current husband after cohabiting with him for ten years. Both of these facts are

‘extraordinary’ in that divorce was very rare in the 1980s in China (the divorce rate

was only about 4% in 1980 (Dianping et al. n.d.), and generally divorce is considered

immoral), and cohabitation without marriage was illegal at that time. Therefore, Liu

was a challenger of 1980s’ social morality and law. She informed me that her refusal

to self-sacrifice for her ex-husband led to the failure of their marriage, and she

experienced the same dilemma in her second marriage.

My second film was related to the change of my job. CCTV relocated

me to Beijing in 1994 and there were a lot of opportunities that opened
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up, which was what I wanted, so I could have more control over my

work. But then in 1995 I had to make a choice. My husband then was in

his low time of life, both physically and mentally. I had to give up what

I had achieved at that time (and go back to Yunnan). Otherwise my

family wouldn’t be able to survive. It was such a conflict that

sometimes I felt I couldn’t stand it anymore. I loved Beijing’s

environment so much and CCTV gave me such a platform to explore

my talent in directing and production. But I had to give it all up because

my family needed me. I burst into tears many times, crying hard in bed.

For a long time afterwards I couldn’t even talk about it, too much pain.

(Liu 2008)

As will be discussed shortly, these experiences can be seen to infiltrate her

documentary film Looking for the Cobra.

Yang divorced in the early 2000s, and has remained single since then. She produced a

documentary in 2004 to express her understanding of her painful experience as a

woman and a mother.

I had a film called The woman officers, including one from the

population-planning bureau, one from the women’s organisation, one

from a labour company and one from a marriage agency. From these four

women and their daily works you can see the current life styles of

Chinese women. But I haven’t cut and edited it yet. This film was my

conscious choice since I experienced some pain during that time. I was

just married and had a child [girl] then. I stumbled on some problems in

life. I realised we are still living in a very patriarchal world. Then I found

it’s fucking hard to be a woman. I never had this thought before that. But

at that time I realised patriarchy is a common scene in our country. I

thought there must be thousands of women like me. That’s why I decided
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to go and have a look at this matter, in Changchun. (Yang 2009)

Because of the one-child policy, it is common in China that people want to have a boy

rather than a girl. In rural areas in particular, people tend to have an abortion if they

know their child is a girl. Yang filmed the official of the population-planning bureau

in the rural area in north eastern China. There was no anesthesia available for the free

abortions there. She had a long shot of a girl going up the surgical table and the whole

process. The embryo was already 5 months old and its arms and legs were visible in

the aborted foetus. ‘It was carved in my memory’, Yang said emotionally. And she has

produced another film on temples, which isn’t directly related to women, but as she

discovered,

You’ll find there are many more women in temples than men. So I asked

about the reason, especially why most women don’t believe in

themselves while Buddha seems to be their only way out. They faced a

lot of difficulties in life and they believed that Buddha would bring

strength to them. Men don’t have that much illusion probably. Is it

because women like to have hope and illusion can keep the hope alive?

(Yang 2009)

In fact, Yang’s concern with the problem of women and marriage was evident before

these two productions, when she made the documentary A family video tape, which is

about a painful experience within her own family. Her parents divorced many years

ago because of her father’s violence to her mother. This documentary takes the form

of interviews, which involved talking with every family member about their memory

of the violent event they witnessed.

With a similarly rebellious nature to Liu, Wang challenges China’s current social

morality and law for her choice of being an unwed mother. ‘I don’t mind if my child

can’t have a legal registered residence, they will probably prohibit her/him to go to
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school. I’ve never studied seriously in school, it is not necessary.’ She was seven

months pregnant when she said this to me. She made a documentary in 2000 entitled

Not only one is unhappy, which is about the relationship between her parents. The

respective interviews of mother and father revealed the helpless truth of their loveless

marriage.

At 47, Ji has no intention of marriage or children. However, the theme of most of her

documentaries is family. ‘The relation between family members in China is intimate

as well as repressive’ (An interview with Ji Dan 2010). Her latest production Spiral

staircase of Harbin (2008) is a story about two families living in the different floors

of the same building in her hometown Harbin, a city in north eastern China. The

documentary observes the daily life of the two families and focuses on the

relationship between one family’s mother and daughter, the other family’s father and

son, attempting to explore the intimate but also repressive relations in current Chinese

families and the living problems of many Chinese people.

Feng has a conventional family with a husband and a daughter, but this doesn’t stop

her concern with women’s fate through the lens. Her recent productions all focus on

women along the Yangtze River. Bing Ai is the name of the film’s female protagonist.

Bing Ai, her husband and two children harvest oranges on the banks of the Yangtze

River. Their misfortune is to be located in the flood basin of the Three Gorges Dam

Project. The government orders her to relocate and offers miserable compensation.

Bing Ai refuses to move on such terms, and thus begins a decade-long struggle with

local officials. Feng follows ten years in the life of Bing Ai, ‘a woman like millions of

Chinese farmers, who doggedly struggles with her fate and patiently tests her luck’

(Bing Ai n.d.). Bing Ai’s resilience shines through as we see her in various

confrontations with local bureaucrats. The documentary also explores Bing Ai’s

intimate life, and illustrates the love that slowly grows between her and her husband.

‘Many of my subjects are lonely females, and they also need to be heard’, Feng says.
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Guo is the only one who doesn’t pay particular attention to women in her films,

perhaps because she has a male filmmaking partner. She said, ‘Ke Dingding and I are

both directors…Being a female will surely add to your observation some delicate or

feminine quality. You may emphasise on some of it. But since we are a filmmaking

team of a man and a woman such issue does not exist.’ Thus, Guo is unlike Ji, who

also has a male partner. Ji is the director of the cooperation while her partner is

mainly in charge of editing and some technical work. However, Ji prefers to focus on

family issues rather than those specifically to do with women or gender.

An independent film critic living in Beijing, Zhang is still single at 37 years old.

According to the statistics of New Citizen Net, in 2009, the average female marrying

age in Shanghai was 29, which is the oldest in China (Dianping n.d.), so while she

may still be married, she will be older than the average bride. As discussed before,

five of the seven interviewees have unusual experiences of marriage (according to

traditional Chinese culture). Though it is arbitrary to conclude that female

independent documentary filmmakers tend to have a faulty marriage, it is true that the

unpleasant experiences of marital relations are one motivation for their focus on

gender. Besides, female independent documentary filmmakers also tend to be

concerned with the theme of family, either others’ or their own. Wang and Yang have

already produced documentaries about their own families, Liu and Feng expressed

their future plan to make documentaries about their family. Liu said in the interviews

‘Before all the documentaries that I made, I had a strong desire to make something

about my father’; while Feng said ‘next I want to make a film about my grandparents’.

The theme of Ji’s works is mostly other’s families, but Ji admits ‘I am establishing

myself through documenting others…I feel the relation between family members of

others is similar to my relation with people around me though I haven’t my own

family’ (An interview with Ji Dan 2010). In fact, Guo also made a documentary about

another family in 2006, All about my friends (2007), which tells a story of a

middle-class man’s daily life and his relationships with his parents and his fiancée.
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Considering that most of their productions centre on women, gender and family, it

seems quite inexplicable that almost all of the female filmmakers I interviewed

denied any feminist leanings or explicit gender perspectives. When asked the question

of whether they mind people mentioning their gender while talking about their work,

they answered,

No. I don’t feel it matters at all, male or female. (Yang 2009)

I have never regarded myself as a feminist only as having a focus on

women subjects. (Feng 2009)

I haven’t thought about a gender perspective, I feel I am more like a man.

(An Interview with Ji Dan 2010)

I’m not a feminist. I actually dislike those opinions of feminists, which I

think are quite extreme. (Guo 2008)

Many people think that women can’t do a lot of things and I am one of

them. I often feel that women are bad at many things and it’s a limitation

by gender. (Wang 2008)

A deeper analysis of feminism in a Chinese context clarifies the apparent

contradiction. When feminism was introduced into China by intellectuals in 1980s, it

was translated into ‘nv quan zhu yi’ (女权主义). Literally, ‘nv’ means female, ‘quan’

means power, and ‘zhu yi’ means ism, hence feminism was explained to be ‘the

ideology of female power’ in Chinese. In the Chinese context, the word ‘power’ is

quite aggressive and sensitive, since it is always has connotations of the illusion of

might and injustice. Furthermore, after Communism and Marxism, the Chinese

populace is tired of ‘isms’. When female filmmakers refuse the identification of

‘feminist’, it can be interpreted in at least three different ways: firstly, their
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productions are not films expressing the desire of power; secondly, they are not

‘abnormal’ woman or lesbians; thirdly, they have no serious qualms with men. In fact,

the concept of feminism has not been precisely understood in the main by Chinese

culture.

Through the interviews one can see that the female filmmakers I have interviewed are

intellectuals with independent ideas. However, even they might misunderstand the

word ‘feminism’, or interpret the word according to the majority understanding.

Alternatively, some of them might resist the term just because they deny admitting

women’s disadvantaged status or they choose to ignore the passive effect of gender.

Some women say they demand equality and respect. But you already put

yourself at a disadvantaged position by raising such demand. It’s not only

a problem of men, but of both. Sometimes you put yourself into that

position and then find all sorts of problems. So you have to jump out and

stand on an equal level first to discuss it. (Guo 2008)

When answering the question of whether her gender affects her work in any aspect,

Yang said, ‘I feel it’s a convenience. Like those seniors, it’s easier to approach them

being a girl. They must feel warm. For my other works it is definitely not a limiting

factor, in fact a good thing I think.’ Feng said, ‘Many people gave me green lights.’

There are some social-historical reasons to explain the phenomenon. Just after 1949,

the Communist Party executed a series of reforms aimed at women’s emancipation by

encouraging women to pursue careers of any occupation, and establishing the right to

equal pay for equal work. These equal rights of women were protected by law (Dai et

al. 2001). In cities since then, women had the equal right of education and seldom

have been housewives, hence they were at least economically independent. The

female filmmakers I studied admitted that they have never felt gender inequality

except in relation to the marriage issue.
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However, I would argue the truth hidden beneath the surface is far different. I would

assert that the rejection of feminism is not only due to misunderstandings or the

seemingly equal status of male and female, but mostly because of entrenched

patriarchy within China. Moreover, the misunderstanding is something of a deliberate

fiction. As discussed in Chapter 2, feminism was introduced into China in the late

1980s by intellectuals, with the translations of Western feminist works, which

facilitated the academic study of feminism in China. Then, as mentioned, in 1995, the

Fourth World Conference on Women was held in Beijing. But in the late 1990s, the

state’s economic reformation caused a high unemployment rate, with women’s paid

labour the major sacrifice. The dominant media, including news reports,

advertisements, soap operas and popular literature began to propagate the advantages

of a housewife’s lifestyle, persuading women to go back home. In 2001’s National

Committee of Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference, a male member

put forward a proposal suggesting that married female employees go back home to be

housewives, which would help increase the male employment rate (Wang 2001).

Therefore, from the beginning of the twenty-first century, feminism has been

marginalised by mainstream ideology. The word feminism was always accompanied

with disdain; a woman would be scoffed at if she identified as a feminist, for it is

tantamount to admitting that she is an ugly and abnormal woman full of hatred. I

believe this is the hidden reason for female filmmakers’ rejection of the feminist label.

Meanwhile, the silence of the society regarding feminism causes people to ignore it,

which leads to female filmmakers’ lacking introspection on the issue.

Christina Gledhill’s recent work on women’s cinema history transnationally (2010, pp.

279-281) suggests that a specific focus on a feminist approach to film has usually

only occurred in the context of specific funding earmarked for women and that

currently in many countries there are negative responses to “women” as a funding,

programming or historiographic category. Given that China has never had any such

funding category, their disavowals are unsurprising.
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But though the female filmmakers deny the identification of feminist, their gendered

perspective is manifested by their films. Therefore, the analysis of the filmmakers’

actual films and the clarification of the approach to documentary styles or forms are

necessary.

FilmFilmFilmFilm analysisanalysisanalysisanalysis

Previous paragraphs mentioned the filmmakers’ works in general, while the following

session will analyze their films in terms of styles and aesthetics. I will mainly employ

the method of comparison to clarify their forms and personal styles. Therefore, I will

classify their documentaries according to their thematic concern.

Liu Xiaojin’s Looking for the Cobra (1996) and Feng Yan’s Bing Ai (2007) both

concern the theme of women’s experience through the prism of gender. Liu’s

motivation to make this documentary is the predicament of her own experience –

facing the choice of family or career. The documentary is about the lives of four

female artists exploring their spiritual and artistic world in Beijing. Cobra is the name

of a popular female rock band. In the documentary, Liu follows one of the female

artists, a photographer who searches for this rock band in order to take photos for

them. Simultaneously Liu applies this title to implicitly indicate a woman’s

exploration and pursuit of career.

The documentary consists of six episodes. Liu structures the film according to

women’s road to self-awakening. In the first episode, the camera records the

performance of a dancer, Wenhui, whose voiceover explores her attitude to gender.

‘We’ve been listening to those men for ten years and I’m tired of the chores. I need to

do something more creative.’ This episode describes the first phase of the pain of

women’s life. The second episode is about a painter, Yang Keqin, who got divorced

from her husband and went to Beijing to pursue her dream and career. Liu applies the

approach of interview towards the subject in her rented room in Beijing. This part

reveals the awakening of female consciousness. In the third episode, Liu follows a
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photographer, Xing Danwen, who was looking for the Cobra band with a work plan.

During the process Liu cuts in some interviews of the subject. ‘I won’t sacrifice

myself in a relationship ever’, Xing Danwen’s speech describes her struggle with

traditional values. The fourth episode is about a curator and critic, Liao Wen. Liu

documents her process of preparing and organizing a female art exhibition. Similarly,

Liu interviews her about her opinions on gender. Liao in the film expresses her wish

to have both career and family. The last two episodes were recorded in the next year

to tell the progress of two of the female artists’ conditions. Liu filmed these four

women as a way of situating her own self awakening as an artist within a broader

context.

In 1995 when the film was made, DV hadn’t yet appeared in China. Liu used Sony

Hi8, but had problems with its color registration, in turn leading to the film being

released in black and white. From the film, it seems that the author doesn’t care much

about production values because her film includes such features as slipshod images,

shaky shots, rough editing and skimble-scamble rhythm. As her early experimental

piece, the form of the film is like a diary with explanatory notes at the beginning of

each episode; Liu mostly used interviews to form her point of view, which is probably

because she was working in government TV stations and was therefore accustomed to

the style of TV program. However, what she lacked in skill she made up for with

freshness and passion in her filmmaking style.

Compared to Cobra’s lens on well-educated women pursuing careers in metropolitan

contexts, Bing Ai focuses on a poorly-educated rural woman struggling to defend her

dignity and her family. Unlike Liu, Feng Yan didn’t have an explicit focus on gender

when in 1994 she first recorded the refugees from the Three Gorges Dam Project. But

the completed work - Bing Ai 2007 – is obviously imprinted with a gendered point of

view. Bing Ai is the name of the film’s female protagonist. Feng followed the life of

Bing Ai with her observational lens for a decade. The story starts with Bing Ai, her

husband and two children, harvesting oranges on the banks of the Yangtze River.
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Their misfortune is to be located in the flood basin of the Three Gorges Dam Project.

The government orders her to relocate and offers miserable compensation. Bing Ai

refuses to move on such terms, and thus begins a decade-long struggle with local

officials. Feng’s shooting style is to retrieve the everyday life of Bing Ai by drawing

near to her, instead of portraying the world from an absolute standpoint outside

human experience, or objectifying her subjects with a dispassionate view from afar.

Around the main plot of struggling with authorities, the camera shows us the relations

between Bing Ai and her husband, son and daughter. Feng’s unprivileged camera style

displays Bing Ai’s character as we see her in various confrontations with local

bureaucrats, her working hard in fields and her daily chores for her family. Not bound

by the old rules of the observational style with always synchronized sound and image,

Feng uses instead sound and vision out of sync as Bing Ai describes her marriage in

audio alongside images of her washing clothes at the riverbank or working in the field.

These shots display Bing Ai as a female who has to face the reality of dropping out of

school at young age, living within a passionless marriage, subject to too many

compulsory abortions. Although the filmmaker shows all this with no overt

commentary, the shots leave us with little doubt as to the filmmaker’s attitudes. We

can see from this film that Feng’s style was affected by the Japanese filmmaker

Ogawa Shinsuke – always on site and using quiet observation.

A second group of films, including Yang Lina’s A family video tape (2001) and Wang

Fen’s Not only one is unhappy (2000) refer to the theme of family privacy. Not only

one is unhappy is about the relationship between the author’s parents. Wang uses

interviews with her mother and father respectively to reveal the helpless truth of their

loveless marriage. From the view of the father, he had a lot of girlfriends before

marriage but the relationships all ended in failure because of obstructions from

families and traditional customs. He finally compromised to marry the author’s

mother. However, the marriage couldn’t give him happiness so he didn’t stop pursuing

love affairs. From the perspective of the filmmaker’s mother, her husband decided to

marry her but didn’t keep the matrimonial oath. His continuous betrayal of marriage
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led once to her attempted suicide. They continued struggling painfully and didn’t

choose to get divorced for the reasons of children and traditional values.

Wang made the documentary with a borrowed DV camera and completed the

production in seven days. She prefers dramatic expression to observational recording.

The film was edited with montage juxtaposition effects and a comparatively quick

rhythm. There are many shots cut into the interviews to compare and display the

distinct daily lives of the parents. For instance, the father enjoys time spent in a small

barbershop nearby, presumably for the reason of a pretty girl barber. Wang cuts a

close-up of the soap bubble frothing over her father’s hair together with a close-up of

the bubble overflowing from a boiling soup pot in front of her mother in the kitchen;

or a close-up of the girl barber’s delicate and soft hands massaging her father’s head

together with a close-up of her mother’s rough and wrinkled hands. Audiences can

obviously tell the author’s point of view from these sharply contrasting shots.

As discussed previously, Wang was motivated by Ju Anqi’s documentary Windy

Beijing (1999), which imitated the style of French Cinema Verite by stimulating and

challenging the subjects to explore the truth. In Wang’s film, she queries her father as

to why he didn’t divorce her mother to relieve them both. While interviewing her

mother, she asks whether she had ever tried to kill her husband. Wang appears calm

all through the interviews, gradually revealing the cruel reality of her parent’s lives.

Surprisingly, Wang uses a bright tune as the background music for this unpleasant

theme, which prevents the audience getting mired in the sadness. This deliberate trick

shows the author’s opinion that it is better to treat life less seriously or life itself can

be too much to bear. In the final scene Wang shows her parents helping her brother in

his small restaurant together, plus a final two-shot, suggesting her perspective that

whatever happened, life goes on.

Whilst exploring similar themes, A family video tape shows a quite different style. It

is about a painful experience within the filmmaker’s own family. Her parents got
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divorced many years ago because her father was told that her mother had possibly had

a love affair outside the marriage, so after beating her mother savagely, her father left

the family behind and moved to another city. The informer was Yang’s brother, who

witnessed the event caused by his revelation. This documentary takes the form of

interviews, which involved talking with every family member about their memory of

the violent event they witnessed. The film begins with Yang’s discussing with each

family member in turn her plan of making a documentary about the divorce of the

parents. The shots display the mother’s open-minded acceptance and honest attitude

to the theme, the father’s hesitation and the brother’s anxiousness. Yang promised to

be objective and to dispel their misgivings committed to focus just on this single event,

finally persuading her father and brother to participate. Wang tried to keep relaxed at

first, but breaks out in sobs of grief as the recording progressed. Unlike Wang Fen,

Yang displays to the audience her emotional distress relating to the events the film

depicts. The film also reveals that she attempted to protect her mother by avoiding

telling her mother’s story. It displays her internal conflicts as to whether she is

primarily a daughter of the subjects or a filmmaker. Yang applies fixed shots and

long-takes to leave the space and time for her interviewees to reveal their feelings.

These stylish fixed shots and long shots also are deployed in Yang’s other works, like

Old men (1999) and Lao An (2008). She prefers quiet observation and a gentle slow

rhythm by using sequence-shots to show the unhurried tempo of real time.

The third group, identified with the theme of institutions, are Guo Jing’s Circus

School (2006) and Liu Xiaojin’s Tian Feng and his Learning Center (2005). These

two documentaries both try to reflect the society through filming the members and

their relations in an institution. This kind of theme is similar to Frederic Wiseman,

whose style of Direct Cinema is preferred by the majority of China’s documentary

filmmakers as argued previously in this study. Guo’s Circus School is a story about

competition and survival. The film relates the hard experiences of the children in the

Shanghai Circus School before they become professional acrobats. The film consists

of two parts; the first part tells the story of the Flying Trapeze Group and the
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Handstand Group training hard for the national contest. However, under the same

pressure, they ended up differently. The Trapeze Group won a championship after

conquering a lot of difficulties, while the handstand group gave up the contest because

of the training fatigue. The second part is about thirteen-year-old Cai Yong, who was

engaged in a life and death battle against his own weight. He had to keep fit as an

acrobat while he was eager for food as a growing boy. After a few refusals, he gave a

perfect first performance. Although it displays the cruelty of daily training, throughout

the film the camera shots keep very calm and implicit. The author purposely keeps her

distance from the subjects, with plenty of long and medium shots. These shots clearly

show the relations between trainers and children, teachers and the students’ parents,

schoolmaster and staff. The author’s point of view is expressed clearly by the visual

language with no comments, explanations or even dialogue. The editing is succinct

and lucid with skillful handling of the relation between shots, and at the same time,

the audio is clear and clean. The last scene is a five-minute sequence shot of Cai

Yong’s complete performance, which gives the audience a complicated feeling of joy

and suffering. The performance is successful while the cruel competition and survival

pressure are continuing.

Liu’s Tian Feng and his Learning Center is a story of an idealist trying to realize his

dream through seven years hard work, ultimately resulting in failure. Tian Feng, a

first-class composer in the China Central Philharmonic, gave up his comfortable life

in Beijing and arrived in Yunnan Province in 1993 with a sum of money to establish

the Yunnan Institute for Preservation of Minority Cultures in Anning County, a place

near the capital city Kunming. This was China’s first private institute to preserve

traditional ethnic minority cultures. The teachers and students of the Institute were

brought together from remote villages by Tian Feng. The teachers were all local

talents. They taught the students their unique ethnic music and dances and gave them

free tuition or boarding. The survival of the institute depended on various donations

brought by Tian’s efforts. The opening of the institute attracted much attention from

the public, government, commerce and media companies. Tian Feng encountered
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unexpected obstacles during the process. Seven years later in 2000, the school had to

be disbanded due to financial difficulties. The next year, Tian Feng died of lung

cancer. The five-hour long documentary records the lives and struggles of the students

and teachers under the leadership of Tian Feng. Simultaneously, the film demonstrates

the reality of the working lives of government officials, businessmen, media and

others associated with the school, reflecting the complications of human nature and

the contemporary social system. The author spent six years filming, and another four

years editing to produce a five-hour film from her nine-hundred-hours of footage.

The documentary applies the form of observation. Unlike the style with certain

privileges as an observer in the film Cobra which was previously analyzed, the

renouncement of privilege in this film attempts to narrow the distance between the

filmmaker and the subjects. Liu draws so near to her subjects that viewers could

sometimes forget the existence of the camera and share the emotions and experiences

of the subjects. The images are infectious. There are also some long shots showing

Tian Feng’s discussion with businessmen about donations: the subjects are standing

by a window in the room, while the camera shoots outside. Viewers can perceive

Tian’s mood changing and speculate about the result of the consultation without

hearing his voice. The shots are convincing. The documentary has a clear plot and

rational structure in spite of its excessive length. One disadvantage of this approach is

that sometimes Liu cuts in too much voiceover as explanation when she cannot match

the scenes together.

In fact, editing is a weakness for most of the filmmakers mentioned in this study. As

amateurs, they are fond of single take long----sequence-shots, in some degree not

because the sequence-shots can restore to the audience the continuity of perception of

an observer, but because the filmmakers lack the professional training of accepted

skills of cut-away, the match-cut, the joining together of the shots from different

camera angles into a seamless whole. Indeed, as previously discussed, many overtly

reject professional skills, arguing that documentary film doesn’t need smooth
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technique.

ConceptualisingConceptualisingConceptualisingConceptualising thethethethe IndependentIndependentIndependentIndependent DocumentaryDocumentaryDocumentaryDocumentary

Each interviewee’s concept of independent documentary in this study relates to their

attitude to subject and audience, their understanding of what documentary is and its

function, and their definition of independence.

Three of my interviewees contend that it is more likely that members of the general

public will talk on camera to a female interviewer. Some of the female filmmakers I

interviewed discussed how they choose their subject and their relations.

In fact my subjects always picked me. They felt they need someone like

me, someone who can listen. I either like my subjects, or I feel they are

hilarious, or I feel compassionate towards them, or I feel warmth around

them, there’s always some emotion driving me towards them. So I don’t

feel it’s a hard job. I like to be with people since the beginning and it’s

more that way now. (Feng 2009)

We Chinese like to talk about ourselves and I can’t hide the

fact…Certainly I wouldn’t choose those that I don’t feel comfortable

with. I think it’s like dating someone. If we love each other you’ll hit it

off. It won’t work if there’s no such basis…I wouldn’t stalk someone,

even if I really love the subject, since in the end it’ll affect the quality

and element of the film…My subjects are always the first thing. (Yang

2009)

I attach importance to my relationship with the subject, we are extremely

equal. I gradually feel like a family member with them…it is very like

the relation of lovers. (Ji in Mei & Zhu 2004, p. 232)
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Liu and Guo also mentioned their emotions to and mutual trust with subject.

Therefore, it seems that female filmmakers tend to build up an affectionate

connection with their subjects that is certainly not deliberate. Some of them even

compare their relationship with subjects to that of lovers. That is to say, the female

filmmakers are usually touched by somebody or something first and then decide to

shoot. Most of them are not clear about their theme even during the process of

shooting, only clarifying it during postproduction and editing. That is why they

compare their relation with subject to that of between men and women falling in love.

Usually they run into certain complex emotions during the shooting process, as Yang

admitted,

I think my life experiences are closely related to the work I do. I’m not a

very rational director and I think most female directors are like me. Men

can separate their work from their lives. But I fucking can’t. It’s like I’m

in the film and the film is also in me. So I feel tired sometimes because I

can’t get myself out…And I really feel its life itself. (Yang 2009)

Others also expressed this kind of complicated feeling about their documentary career,

which actually displays their understanding of the documentary’s nature.

I feel more and more that documentary is life itself. It looks like we are

shooting others, but actually we are shooting ourselves. It is definitely

related to something experienced by our heart or body. (Feng 2009)

I just wanted to produce something at that time, and express some

opinion of my own. But I was confused since it also included me, though

I wasn’t in the picture. (Wang 2008)

When talking about one of her productions Looking for the Cobra, Liu

said: All they (subjects) had been through in life were part of my own

reflection. (Liu 2008)
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I just grow up and establish myself through making documentary. (An

interview with Ji Dan 2010)

This investment of individual emotion into work and a blurring of personal and

professional identity was strikingingly evident in my research sample. Indeed several

of my interviewees defined their work as ‘their life’. This can be illustrated by

Wang’s statement.

It takes true understanding to produce a documentary. You might as well

save some time by quitting if you don’t have that understanding. It is

harder to hide the intention of the director in documentaries. An audience

will feel your intention as clearly as the stone on the beach when the tide

recedes, when the film is over. So you can’t have anything impure in

it…it will show if you are into this for any personal benefit. (Wang 2008)

This statement expresses Wang’s opinion regarding the spirit of documentary as it is

impure to make any kind of benefit from producing documentary including economic

interest, personal fame and even the effort to please the audience. This pursuit of

purity is also reflected in others’ attitude towards audience.

Now I feel you have to touch yourself first in order to touch your

audience. So now I don’t think about them much. (Feng 2009)

For me I never considered [the audience]. The thing is that if I decided to

do it I should respect the facts. To try please the audience is against the

documentary spirit. (Liu 2008)

Normally we don’t think about our audience. Our first principle is to

express our own opinion on the issue, as how to express it through

shooting and editing. (Guo 2008)
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The female filmmakers’ tendency to insist on their own ideas rather than to satisfy the

needs of audiences does not disregard them. This persistence is a kind of

independence referring to their documentary-making or their ideas. As independent

filmmakers they all have personal understandings of the word ‘independent’ through

experiences in filmmaking regarding the social-economic-political constraints in

China;

For me it’s to use your own capital to finish the job without any other

financial support. I think it is the first. Secondly you can have the

freedom to express yourself truly, an independent attitude. I guess

independent is not mainstream. (Yang 2009)

It means an independent judgment. It’s your independent opinion that

directs the whole theme. But the production can be collaborative…I

don’t care about where the money is coming from. My main concern is if

it’s reflecting the truth and if I’m honest to myself. (Guo 2008)

It means I can observe and express my opinions without restraint. I don’t

care for exhibition or seminars. I just care about what’s inside me. (Liu

2008)

First of all it’s a spirit, I think, that I don’t count on anybody and don’t

expect anything from others, or organisations, or that I sacrifice myself to

trade for some access. This is independence. One more thing, I can say

whatever I want without getting other’s permission. I can make my own

judgment under no one’s influence. So it’s mainly on a spiritual level.

(Feng 2009)

I think independence is not formal, but spiritual. Being spiritually

independent means not being consistent with the mainstream ideology,
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and it forever has alienation with the system. (Zhang 2008)

Aside from Yang, all other interviewees agree that external funding support can’t

change the nature of independence, because in their explanation independence is a

spiritual context. However, one wonders if this is true. When asked why her

cooperation with NHK was limited when she was receiving funding from it, Ji Dan

replied that NHK has underlying rules that limits filmmakers’ freedom in making

films (An interview with Ji Dan 2010).

Thus, when the female filmmakers assert that their independence hasn’t been

influenced by any funding support, they probably mean they won’t be unduly swayed

by funding bodies. In fact, most of them would rather use self-funds to avoid the

possible interference of any other foundations just as Ji does. This issue may be

connected to their survival that was discussed in Chapter 3 and will be revisited in the

conclusion.

In this study’s introduction, I outlined that independent documentary emerged in

opposition to the dominant state ideology, and that it supplies a distinct individual

perspective to reveal the society’s true conditions. The word ‘independent’ is vital in

forming this special cultural phenomenon in China. While speaking of independence,

a general definition has little significance, because there is great difference discussing

it in China and other countries. The different meaning in China arises from the

distinct social system and cultural traditions. What is more, it is different in China

when understood from a gender perspective.

In general, the female filmmakers in this study define independence as an

independent spirit, which means not being influenced by anybody or organisation or

opinion and not compromised by mainstream institutions or audiences. At the same

time it means that they will accept economic support but do not rely on it; more

importantly, their acceptance is conditional upon being able to retain their
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independent spirit.

The concept of independence as related by the female filmmakers did not include a

gender perspective (i.e. whether independence meant independence from male

chauvinism). Though they agree independence should be separated from the dominant

ideology, which indeed includes male chauvinism, their lack of emphasis on this point

demonstrates their lack of gender consciousness. Besides the reasons already analysed

in this chapter, there exists another partial explanation: the overwhelming focus on

restraints of economy, politics, human rights and censorship in China’s film industry

overwhelms gender considerations and pushes them aside.

Though the female filmmakers in this study all reject identifying as feminists, they

show female perspectives indirectly either in their films or in their speech. Liu

explicitly expressed her opinion in the interview,

I think I’m rather proud to be a female documentary director. I don’t

think that as a female I shouldn’t possess the ability to think, that I

should only be sensual, and that I should be weak in reasoning and

ignorant. I don’t buy that. (Liu 2008)

The statement of Liu shows female confidence. Apart from pursuing an independent

perspective in their documentaries, the female filmmakers attempt to make works that

reflect social responsibilities. This can be illustrated on four levels: firstly, social

changes—as represented by Yang’s opinion, ‘I think it’s a real piece of work if the

film can make a change in the lives of its subjects’. Secondly, it has the recording

function: ‘It’s more of some records for the coming generation to understand the

current one’ (Guo). Thirdly, it helps people to know the society from an angle distinct

from the dominant media, as the view of Zhang, ‘I think that the independent film has

provided an individual perspective’. Finally, it provides for the individual expression

of feeling, ‘I want to show people the true emotions of a human being so that they
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wouldn’t feel ashamed of their own and try hard to hide them and twist them’ (Wang).

In many ways this last function is the one that my interviewees focused on most

strongly. In the context of contemporary China with the great emphasis on censorship,

arguably applied even more strongly on women than men, the expression of the

personal perspectives of both filmmakers and their subjects is a brave and in some

senses radical contribution to the culture.
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DevelopmentsDevelopmentsDevelopmentsDevelopments inininin ChineseChineseChineseChinese IndependentIndependentIndependentIndependent DocumentaryDocumentaryDocumentaryDocumentary andandandand

ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion

This study focuses on certain female independent documentary filmmakers in

mainland China. It examines conditions of sustainability in the film industry and in

particular considers the impact of gender on their work. The historical review and

case studies in the previous chapters provide concrete analysis on the issue. As a

cultural phenomenon, the group of female independent documentary filmmakers can

be understood within a broader perspective regarding globalisation and sustainable

development, which this final chapter will further explore. Thus, this concluding

chapter discusses independent women documentary filmmakers beyond the six

interviewees and clarifies the argument that this study has proposed.

Essentially, this study has argued that, unlike female independent documentary

filmmaking in many Western countries that are linked to the second-wave feminism

of the 1970s, China’s movement has been linked to a non-gendered push for political

and social expression through documentary. This chapter also considers the future

trends of documentary filmmaking in China and locates women within current trends

and developments in independent film. Finally, this chapter considers the significance

as well as the limitations of this study and suggests directions for future research.

As noted previously, until now, international distribution has been the main channel

for Chinese independent documentaries. Compared to the immature unsystematic

independent documentary filmmaking and limited distribution in China, the

international documentary industry is advanced in many regards. The relation

between the two locations for consumption of the female filmmaker’s work is just like

that of between male dominant culture and female alternative. Chinese independent
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filmmakers must choose whether to be synchronised to the value of the international

documentary industry or stay independent from it. Most filmmakers select the former

because international distribution is the only channel to get support for their films. But

some of them find it is another trap to acquire international admission. As discussed in

Chapter 3, when Ji Dan collaborated with NHK, she found that the broadcaster’s

requirements limited her independence. As a disadvantaged group, female filmmakers

are more aware of authorities, which makes them even more reliant on self-funding to

keep a distance from any influence. It is revealing that, when examining lists of

filmmakers supported by various international foundations, female filmmakers are

rarely seen. The Jan Vrijam Fund7 is a good example: a fund associated with IDFA,

which supports documentary filmmakers and festivals in developing countries, its

goal is to stimulate local film cultures and to turn the creative documentary into a

truly global film art. The number of Chinese filmmakers receiving its support from

1999 to 2009 is thirteen, of which only one is female—Peng Xiaolian—whose

documentary Storm under the sun was supported in 2007 (Sinoreel news 2010). Her

documentary is about the Hu Feng Case, one of the ‘political storms’ launched by

Mao Zedong in the 1950s that denounced intellectuals. That is to say, the only

documentary made by a female supported by the Jan Vrijam Fund is a production with

strong political overtones, which is related to human rights but has no specific brief

for gender consideration. In fact, every international foundation has its aims and

tendencies.

Facing the reality of different pressures coming from China’s government and

international organisations, some independent filmmakers or non-governmental

organisations have started to imagine approaches to establish domestic platforms for

independent filmmaking. Besides a few independent film festivals, some independent

websites have been established to introduce and promote independent film, the two

7 Jan Vrijam Fund, http://www.idfa.nl/industry/markets-funding/vrijman-fund.aspx
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most influential being FanHallfilms and Sinoreel. FanHallfilms was established in

2001 by Zhu Rikun, who is a producer and film-festival organiser who has been

devoted to the promotion and distribution of independent film since 2000. His website

focuses on all kinds of topics related to independent film and supplies a channel for

communication between filmmakers and fans. It has an archival library of brief

introductions for Chinese independent filmmakers and their films that includes all

female filmmakers in this study except Liu Xiaojin. But there is no statistic and

people couldn’t work out for themselves of how many filmmakers or female

filmmakers are included in the archival library. Sinoreel was established in 2006 by

Zhou Hao, who is an independent documentary filmmaker himself. His website

focuses on independent documentary, distributes international news on documentary

and supplies a platform for documentary filmmakers to communicate with each other.

Feng Yan from this study has a blog on this website to discuss and share her

understanding and experiences of documentary filmmaking. Neither website focuses

on gender issues8.

Apart from websites, three nongovernmental organisations have been established

since 2005 to supply funding or professional education for filmmakers and amateurs.

These will briefly be discussed below.

WuWuWuWuWenguangWenguangWenguangWenguang DocumentaryDocumentaryDocumentaryDocumentary StudioStudioStudioStudio9

Wu Wenguang Documentary Studio is a part of the Caochangdi Workstation Art

Center, which is a Beijing-based independent art space incorporating performance art,

documentary film, and video art. It was founded by filmmaker Wu Wenguang and his

wife, choreographer Wen Hui, in April 2005. It is supported by many friends and

institutional supporters both locally and abroad, including Beijing Storm, Kampnagel

in Hamburg, Zuercher Theater Spektakel in Zurich, Borneoco in the Netherlands, and

8 See http://fanhall.com and http://sinoreel.com
9 See Caochangdi Workstation Art Center http://www.ccdworkstation.com/homepage.htm
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the Asian Culture Council in the United States.

Wu’s studio aims to develop documentary and video art in China; it is a non-profit

arts space open to the public, offering lovers of documentary a venue in which they

can study, practice and interact freely. The studio runs film screenings and invites

scholars and professionals from China and abroad to participate in interactive

workshops and lectures. It also has an Archival Library open freely to the public,

which includes videos and DVDs of Chinese and international documentaries.

The studio also has an educational plan for amateurs. Its aim is to cultivate

filmmakers with the philosophy of personal perspective and independent idea. Wu

himself is critical of both China’s official ideology and international rules on

independent filmmaking. The studio invites experienced domestic and foreign

independent documentary filmmakers to teach film technology and documentary

marketing. Feng Yan and Ji Dan from this study are long-term volunteers to this

cultivated plan.

LiLiLiLi XiantingXiantingXiantingXianting’’’’ssss FilmFilmFilmFilm FundFundFundFund10

This foundation was initiated by the famous Chinese artist and art critic Li Xianting in

October 2006, and is funded by several Chinese artists. The foundation supports a

profitable film school, in which Feng Yan is contracted to teach documentary

production; an independent film archive library, open freely to the public; two

non-profitable film festivals, including DOChina (Documentary Festival of China)

and BiFF (Beijing independent Film Festival); and a film journal Cinonotes. The

foundation supplies five to ten documentaries each year with 5,000 to 10,000 Yuan

(AUD 833 to AUD 1,666) respectively to produce their films. There is no record to

show how many women have been supported.

10 Li Xianting’s Film Fund, http://www.lixianting.org/
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CNEXCNEXCNEXCNEX (Chinese(Chinese(Chinese(Chinese Next)Next)Next)Next)11

CNEX is a non-profit organisation founded in 2007 by a group of professionals, from

mainland China, Taiwan and Hong Kong, who are passionate about building a

Pan-Chinese culture. It is devoted to the production and promotion of documentary

film related to Chinese people. CNEX hopes to establish a library of global Chinese

documentary films and to enhance a sustainable strategy for the contemporary

Chinese documentary making.

CNEX provides a platform of support and supplies funding for Chinese documentary

filmmakers, supporting a maximum of 10 filmmakers each year to produce their

documentaries. The funding for a long film is a maximum of 80,000 Yuan (AUD

13,333), and for a short film 10,000 Yuan (AUD 1,666). Checking the three years’

record (2007–2009), a total of twenty films were supported, among which only three

female filmmakers were included, with no record of how many women applied. One

of the recipients was Chan Waiyee, who is from Hong Kong, with her documentary

The district councilor (2008), which follows a Hong Kong councilor’s democratic

path in four years. The other two are from mainland China. Importantly, all work with

male partners. The one documentary was entitled My last secret (2007), made by Li

Xiaofeng (male) and Jia Kai (female), who spent seven years following a graceful old

lady in her nineties living together with her uneducated caretaker in her sixties. The

film witnesses how their relationship changes from a somewhat antagonistic one to

one with mutual trust and dependence. The other documentary is Paper house (2009),

made by Fan Popo (male) and Zheng Xiao (female), who followed a ‘paper house’

project executed by Japanese architect Shigeru Ban, who provided paper-pipe

structured houses for a refugees’ primary school after 2008’s Wenchuan Earthquake.

Generally, there is no solo female filmmaker from mainland China included in the

lists of CNEX fund recipients.

11 See CNEX, http://www.cnex.org.cn/index.php
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While these three foundations support filmmakers, the very limited funding they offer

means they are ineffective for the majority of filmmakers. Furthermore, there are no

published statistics or any record from the first two foundations for the number of

female filmmakers receiving support, while the statistics of CNEX illustrate the

sharply unbalanced gender proportion on this issue. Thus, the obviously marginal and

alternative situation of female filmmaker in independent documentary filmmaking

needs to be considered and improved.

In general, the group of independent filmmakers is developing and expanding, and the

number of independent productions is increasing with much higher quality than

before. The national and international channels of distribution and promotion are also

expanding. With China’s increasing economic dominance and globalisation, Chinese

independent documentary has gained more international attention not only because

independent documentaries have regularly won awards in international film festivals,

but also because some organisers of domestic independent documentary festivals

have begun to communicate internationally. DOChina invited the director of Visions

du Reel,12 Jean Perret, to join the judging panel in 2008 (FanHallfilms 2008). Jean

Perret is familiar with Chinese independent documentary because many Chinese

works have applied to the Visions du Reel awards since 2000, and Ji Dan from this

study received the 2004 prize. In 2008, the Nanjing China Independent Film Festival

invited scholars from Taiwan to be members of the judging panel. In the same year,

the ‘Hong Kong Independent Film in Beijing’ was held in Beijing for the first time

(FanHallfilm 2008). Meanwhile, there is growing international attention on Chinese

independent films. The event ‘Polyphonic China’ held in London in April 2009

screened five Chinese independent documentary filmmakers’ works, and the

following seminar invited scholars and researchers in England to talk on the topic of

the Chinese independent documentary filmmaking exhibition ‘Contemporary Chinese

12 Visions du Réel is a prominent international documentary film festival held in April each year
in Nyon, Switzerland. The festival has been directed by film critic Jean Perret since 1995.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visions_du_R%C3%A9el

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visions_du_R%C3%A9el
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Independent Films’ held in London in May 2010, which showed foreigners a new

image of China and Chinese people (Sinoreel. n.d.). These all illustrate the rapidly

evolving media landscape brought about by globalisation to Chinese independent

documentary in recent years, which gives filmmakers more confidence to pursue their

vocation. However, it must be noted that at the two events in London, neither

included any female documentary filmmaker’s productions. The international

community’s neglect of the issue of gender compounds the situation further.

Given the difficult contemporary conditions of producing documentaries in China,

female filmmakers have completed a number of excellent productions. Their focus

has changed from previously marginal subjects, such as independent artists and

minorities, to common people and public events with critical perspective and

independent spirit. However, with the increasing need to cooperate with international

organisations, maintaining independence is challenging. Although most of the

filmmakers in this study claimed their independence from investors, they are

undoubtedly influenced by the latent rules of the investors. The Ford Foundation

based in the US supports a Chinese independent documentary festival, YUNFEST.

Their aim is to help disadvantaged people and marginalised groups, which actually

has the tendency to supply help to those films related with human rights abuses. Thus

with Ford’s investment, YUNFEST can’t be completely independent when selecting

the candidate films. When Ji talked about NHK in Japan, she admitted NHK’s rules

have influenced her productions that forced her to be very cautious in this

collaboration. It is a paradox to commercialise and simultaneously to keep

independent. In other words, the definition of independence is changing with market

engagement. This, of course, is an issue for independent filmmakers in many parts of

the world. Perhaps the focus on purity by the female filmmakers makes them less well

placed to embrace the ever-evolving nature of independent filmmaking in a Chinese

context.

Independent documentary production by women in China is not a transient
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phenomenon. Of the women in this study, the earliest participant in independent

documentary production was in 1990, just one year after 1989’s Tiananmen Square

Event. The failure of the democratic movement of 1989 and the state’s subsequent

coercive policies caused many people with independent ideas to transform their

passions to more subtle expressions (when compared to the obviously dangerous

actions such as street protests). Independent documentary provides a channel to

express individual ideas and to demonstrate the reality of common people’s lives,

which was deliberately hidden or twisted by dominant media to suit propaganda. Liu,

who is the oldest of all the filmmakers in this study, says of the events in 1989:

It was a critical turning point in Chinese history… We were fed up with

the hypocritical expression of the documentaries produced until then.

And we were young students craving for a free atmosphere. We were

unsatisfied with the system and the conditions then. (Liu 2008)

For this reason, the early independent productions mostly express the relation between

individuals and society focusing on political concerns. This subversive nature made it

possible to attract international attention and established the international distribution

channels for Chinese independent productions. Correspondingly, being dissatisfied

with the style of dominant media with its propagandistic narration, independent

documentary generally chooses the observational style that is considered to truthfully

represent subjects. Filmmakers’ preference for the filmmaking style of American

Direct Cinema as well as that of figures like Frederick Wiseman and Ogawa Shinsuke

is a response to this tendency. It may also be that this choice of implicit judgment

renders the filmmakers safer from political interference than choosing an oppositional

narration. Both male and female documentary filmmakers prefer to use their lens

observationally, so it is nearly impossible to tell a documentary maker’s gender from

the film style alone. The differences between genders lie in other aspects, with the

female filmmakers in this study focusing much more on personal themes, family, sex

and women in their films.
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In a nation where the official television network and commercial distribution now

dominate the mass media, independent documentary does not have a large domestic

audience, especially in medium and small cities, let alone rural areas. In fact,

audiences are generally limited to small intellectual circles in the major cities. The

youth, who are globally considered as a group with a rebellious spirit that should

embrace this marginal and subversive culture, tend not to do so in China. This is

partly because, as a form of cultural production, independent documentary can hardly

make a profit in contemporary China. And in today’s China, all kinds of media

expressions—television programs, internet, advertisements, popular literature, and

public opinion—are flooded with pragmatism and money-worship. These values

influence the youth as well. Meanwhile, blinded by the state limitation of exploring

any politically sensitive events by all means, most young people know little about the

Tiananmen Event of 1989. This reality pushes independent documentary to the

margins and women to the periphery of these margins. And this is an important reason

for the lack of audiences.

Without official permission in China, independent documentary filmmaking has no

protection from laws or regulations. Thus not only can the copyright of independent

documentary not be protected but even the personal safety of filmmakers can’t be

guaranteed. Feng Yan described encountering a personal safety threat from a local

male officer when she was shooting a politically sensitive event (Feng 2009). This

poor economic and political situation leads to most Chinese filmmakers having other

jobs to make a living and fund their filmmaking. The limited investment causes a

series of difficult problems, such as documentaries’ poor technical quality, no

professional education within filmmakers and producers, and a lack of markets, which

forms a vicious circle making independent production neither a formal nor a healthy

industry. Most filmmakers are simultaneously director, cinematographer, editor and

producer. There is still long way to go regarding specialisation and division of work.

But it is inspiring that those independent filmmakers in other parts of the world, such

as Australia, similarly began from cottage-industry roots to now form more mature
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industries (FitzSimons 2002).

During recent years, the extraordinary transformation of China's economy, society and

standing in the world has brought changes in the field of independent documentary.

The appearance of the DV camera in particular has allowed many new entrants to

become documentary filmmakers. To meet these changes, independent documentary

is shifting to an approach of individual expression with varied themes instead of the

previously singular political focus.

However, as discussed in Chapter 4, women face intensified discrimination in the

modern marketplace. The widespread rejection of the feminist label is a kind of

protection and a strategy to enter film industry. Indeed, no matter how and for what

reason the female filmmakers in this research deny identifying as feminists or being

informed by a gendered perspective, their works and speeches reveal their interest in

women. Wu Wenguang, the famous male pioneer filmmaker in independent

documentary production in China, admitted that the emergence of female filmmakers

and their works offer a serious challenge to the male-dominated field. He suggested

the male filmmakers should reflect on whether they ignored valuable life stories by

paying excessive attention to the seemingly great themes of nation and history (Wu et

al. 2001). Significantly, the female filmmakers interviewed in this study still focus

their lenses on women and gender. In Yang Lina’s recent microblog (a web blog of no

more than one hundred and forty words), she mentioned that she started a new plan to

produce a series of documentaries about female youth, including young female

Communist party members, young mothers, and young female artists etc. (Yang

2010).

While Wu’s statement above illustrates the reality of a gendered perspective within

contemporary Chinese documentary, he doesn’t analyse the reasons for the distinctive

themes preferred by women filmmakers. As I found in this study, independent

documentary filmmaking in China, as a marginal culture, shares something in
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common with the gender issue. Compared to official filmmaking, independent

production can be seen as marginal to the dominant ideology and practice. Similarly,

female filmmakers have to face the dominant masculinity. This might explain why

female filmmakers focus much more on individual life experience, and provide a

voice for disadvantaged groups.

This study has obvious methodological limitations and potential biases. Firstly, the

group of seven selected filmmakers cannot represent the whole or every female

filmmaker. However, they are comparatively famous in the group of Chinese women

documentarians. But, with young women increasingly starting to purchase cameras

and join the group, different filmmaking styles will develop in the future. Furthermore,

neither the content of my interviews (primary data) nor my secondary sources can

ever be fully objective; they are dependent on the situation and purpose for which the

data was collected. While I tried to be alert to these issues during the study, I

simultaneously understood that there isn’t an absolutely objective truth in any

explanation of social and cultural phenomena. This paradox is like documentary film

itself: trying to keep objective, but never quite fulfilling this aim.

Finally, this work has aimed to respond to a marked gap in the literature. Although it

is now twenty years since woman independent documentarians emerged in China, and

the group has expanded considerably, Chinese studies on the issue are scant and

scattered, seldom exploring the female documentary filmmakers as a group. In

English, the only work dedicated to Chinese female independent filmmakers is solely

concerned with dramatic feature directors. By contrast, in many Western countries,

female documentarians have been considered as a group, such as the comprehensive

research work Don’t shoot darling! (1987) about women’s independent filmmaking in

Australia, which was edited by Annette Blonski, Barbara Creed and Freda Freiberg

more than twenty years ago. This was followed in 2003 with Womenvision: women

and the moving image in Australia, which has two chapters devoted to documentary.

Another publication, Film fatales: Independent women directors (1997), comprises
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thirty-three interview-based profiles of women in independent film. The authors

Judith Redding and Victoria Brownworth categorise their research into sections on

documentary, narrative, and experimental film, and include women from North

America, Europe and India, but none from China. Visible secret (2009) is an article

about Hong Kong’s women filmmakers. The author Sarah Perks introduces six

filmmakers, argues the unique multicultural influence on their films. A recent program

Transnationalizing women’s film history (2010), co-organized by the Women’s Film

History Network—NK/Ireland and the Columbia University Seminar, and a very

recent article, Fact not fiction: Women documentary directors of the Americas written

by Pepita Ferrari (2010), show that this is a continuing academic preoccupation

outside of mainland China.

Thus, this current study provides essential information on Chinese independent

female documentary filmmakers, filling a research gap through uncovering a largely

silent group of women. This study adds to the literature on Chinese independent

documentary filmmaking not only within China but also in East Asian cinema. It also

adds to the international literature on filmmaking by women. However, this study

points to the need for further detailed research of this and related topics. The

transcripts of the filmed interviews form a small archive that is valuable for future

research. I will try to distribute the filmed interviews to some relevant websites if I am

able to get the interviewees’ permission.

In many Western countries specific women-focused distributions and festivals have

been important, such as ‘Women Make Movies’ in the US, Circles in the UK, Créteil

in France and WOW (Women On Women) in Australia. But for the reasons previously

discussed this would be deemed politically challenging in contemporary mainland

China. Considering the lack of international attention on gender issues in Chinese

documentary filmmaking from existing foundations, an international foundation

specifically focused on women would be a very positive addition to the current media

ecology. It would provide more chance for women with cameras in China to express
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their opinions and encourage more Chinese women to contribute their intelligence

and spirit to the world. Indeed Alexandra Juhasz, distilling in her acknowledgements

what she had learned from interviewing 20 North American feminist filmmakers

contends that 'one of the central themes of this book is the absolute necessity of

infrastructural and material support for the possibility of feminist media work' (Juhasz

2001). Be that as it may, the achievements of the women at the heart of this study, in

the absence of any such specific assistance, should be all the more appreciated.
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InterviewInterviewInterviewInterview Four:Four:Four:Four: GuoGuoGuoGuo JingJingJingJing

GuoGuoGuoGuo JingJingJingJing born in 1976 and has made independent documentaries from 2002. Her
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InterviewInterviewInterviewInterview Five:Five:Five:Five: YangYangYangYang LinaLinaLinaLina

YangYangYangYang LinaLinaLinaLina born in 1972 and has made independent documentaries from 1997. Her

documentaries include Old men (1999), Dancing together (2006), A family video tape
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InterviewInterviewInterviewInterview Six:Six:Six:Six: FengFengFengFeng YanYanYanYan

FengFengFengFeng YanYanYanYan born in 1962 and has made independent documentaries from 1994. Her

documentaries include Dream of the Yangtze River (1997), Bing Ai (2007), Women
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ChinaChinaChinaChina

LiuLiuLiuLiu XiaoXiaoXiaoXiaojjjjinininin

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:Would you please give me a self-introduction?

Liu:Liu:Liu:Liu: I am a professional documentary film director working for the Yunnan TV

station. I have also been making documentary independently since 1990, which gives

me more freedom to speak my opinion. I sometimes look back to the time when I was

little, in school, when the Cultural Revolution was taking place. And I remember

seeing those fights between adults. My father was an official in the government then

and I saw the terrible things he went through. My family experienced great changes

during and after the Revolution. These memories were an important influence that

made me choose documentary as a career. I began work at the TV station in March

1984. It was an important step in my life. I really like making TV program and

working for the TV station has taught me a great deal, mainly through self-teaching

though. I was assigned to the 'Special Topic Documentary' department. And the state-

owned TV had a premise that all productions have to serve the party’s propaganda

purposes. Thus whatever idea we composed had to fit into the big picture. We had to

find materials accordingly. It actually was propaganda in the end, and you could find

the influence of the Soviet Union all through. I wasn’t satisfied since I was hoping to

produce a touching, powerful, real and meaningful program; something can be called

a piece of work. Then the CCTV broadcast a TV series called ‘The Great Wall’, which

used a documentary approach. I found what I always wanted. And Wu Wenguang’s

work focused on the dark side and the struggles of individual life. Eventually his work

was regarded as independent documentary. It was a conceptual break-through to us.

So in fact China wasn’t blocked for 20 years, but 50. We knew nothing about the
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outside world. We knew nothing about documentary. Wu Wenguang’s work first

introduced us to the documentary world.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: you talked about ‘looking at the Great Wall’ and Wu Wenguang’s influence upon

you. You didn’t know about Frederick Wiseman at that time, did you?

Liu:Liu:Liu:Liu:No.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: when was the first time you saw his work then?

Liu:Liu:Liu:Liu: The CCTV held an international documentary screening which introduced a lot

works by Ogawa Shinsuke and Wiseman, there was another one ‘Black Harvest’

which talked about the Aboriginal people of Australian (In fact New Guinea). I love

Wiseman’s work since he seems to have such a broad perspective and powerful

strength while his expression is modest.

ShuShuShuShu: Why all of sudden did people start making documentaries between the end of

1980s and the beginning of 1990s?

Liu:Liu:Liu:Liu: It was a critical turning point in Chinese history. Foreign stuff was coming in and

we were all so excited, eager to embrace them. We were fed up by the hypocritical

expression of the programs produced then. And we were young students and craving

for a free atmosphere. We were unsatisfied about the system and the conditions then.

I’ll start from my first documentary. As an independent producer I used my own

money to shoot a story about a group of artists who were related to my life. My

husband Mao Xuhui was among them. They were preparing for an exhibition called

‘Chinese Empirical’ that was scheduled for 1992. So when my film was finished it

was shown at the exhibition where those artists’ works were hung. That provided its

first publicity. Then in 1996 the Jamaica Gallery of America invited these 5 artists to

their exhibition and my short version was played there again. The next time it was

shown was in 2000 at the Yunnan documentary organisation ‘Compound Eye’. It was

last played at the Guangzhou Zhongshan University. That’s all. There was no profit
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and it was never broadcast on TV.

Then my second piece was related to the change of my job. CCTV relocated me to

Beijing in 1994 and there were a lot of opportunities opening up, which was what I

wanted, that I could have more control over my work. But then in 1995 I had to make

a choice. My husband then was in a low time of life, both physically and mentally. I

had to give up what I had achieved at that time. Otherwise my family wouldn’t be

able to survive. It was such a conflict that sometimes I felt I couldn’t stand it anymore.

I loved Beijing’s environment so much and CCTV gave me such a platform to explore

my talent in directing and production. But I had to give it all up because my family

needed me. I cried many times, crying hard in bed. For a long time afterwards I

couldn’t even talk about it. Too much pain. These experiences were related to my later

production in documentary, like ‘Looking for the Cobra’. I met some women who

were exploring their spiritual and artistic world when I was in Beijing and I started

filming them later on. It was the spring of 1995 and I followed almost every aspect of

their lives. There was Wenhui, Yang Keqing, Xing Danwen, and Liao Wen. All they

had been through in life related to my own reflection. For example, Wenhui once said

‘we’ve been listening to those men for ten years and I’m tired of the chores. I need to

do something more creative.’ She was describing the first phase of pain of women’s

life. The second phase is similar to Yang Keqin who divorced her husband and went

to Beijing to pursue her dream and career. It was an awakening of her female

consciousness. Then the third phase was an extreme cut ‘I do not want to sacrifice

myself in a relationship anymore and I’ll never be the slave of the traditional values’

phase. Xing Danwen was like that. Then the fourth phase where a woman wants to

have both, career and family, like Liao Wen, and me myself. So I used these women to

form my storyline, my structure of the road for women to go through to

self-awakening.

After I came back to Yunnan I always had a great interest in the ethnic minority

women living in the rural areas of Yunnan. Maybe it has always been one of my
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dreams to tell a story about women from a female’s angle. But I haven’t done it so far,

because this subject would not be approved by the TV station. They would not allow

real documentaries to be made since there was no audience. But if you never had a

platform to hone this genre how could it flourish? Anyways I came back to Yunnan

and started something they approved. ‘Mask’ was actually welcomed by our station.

So I had the funding and the camera to shot it. Then our boss, also the producer, said

he just wanted it to be 20 minutes long, not 2 hours. So they abandoned it. I had to

finish the rest myself. It was never broadcast in China so far. The English version was

shortlisted at the Margaret Mead Film and Video Ethnographic Festival in New York,

2003. They asked me to do a presentation about it as well. There was a documentary

publisher, ‘The Third World’ in New York that represented me to market my work and

later on I sold 2 copies to some universities.

Another important documentary that I produced was Tianfeng and his Learning

Center. I came to know this center in 1994 and finished my shooting in August 2000.

It was a tragedy about an ethnic group of artists, under the direction of a composer

Tianfeng, trying to build an art learning center and their failure 7 years later. I deeply

understood our society during this production. Then Yunnan TV Station started a

documentary program and asked me to give them my ‘Tian Feng and his Learning

Center’. I gave them a version of 90 minites according to their needs.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Did you cut off the sensitive part?

Liu:Liu:Liu:Liu: Yes. I knew it couldn’t be broadcast if I did not cut off the parts. Documentary

should reflect the society. It asks us to face the questions and make our future better.

But our government is afraid to let public know the truth. So the full version was

never broadcast in any TV station. It was a 5 hours film at the end of 2004. It was

shown in March 2005 at the ‘Yunfest’.

Before all the documentaries that I made, I had a strong desire to make something

about my father. He was a communist party member and a true believer. He was still
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reading ‘Capitalism’ at the age of 74, holding a magnifying glass. I thought it was sad

that a true believer like him was mistrusted by the party because of his family were

land owners, and because he was literate.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:What’s the function of documentary?

Liu:Liu:Liu:Liu: Documentary has to reflect social problems, problems of people. Thus it can

provoke people to think. That’s the nature of documentary I think. At the same time it

becomes part of history. It has the function of recording.

ShuShuShuShu: How do independent documentaries reach audiences?

Liu:Liu:Liu:Liu: We are powerless regarding the broadcasting of our works. We have thought of

some ways, although limited. The four of us that make documentaries formed a

‘Compound Eye’ and invited some friends from the literacy, some artists and students

to watch our works. Then we participated in various film festivals, most of which

ended up nothing. Since I started the ‘Yunnan Yuansheng Indigenous Culture

Development Center’ I had promised to screen documentaries here. I organised the

first exhibition this August to play documentaries and I hope this place will cultivate

an audience base. As long as the center stands, we will offer free documentaries for

people to watch.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Do you think about your audience when you make your documentary?

Liu:Liu:Liu:Liu: For me I never consider IT. The thing is that if I decided to do it I should respect

the facts. To try please the audience is against the documentary spirit.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Have you changed your understanding about documentary over the years?

Liu:Liu:Liu:Liu: It was somehow propaganda in the past. Then ‘Looking for the cobra’ was a

truly documentary. I didn’t have many concepts in the beginning. I was only pushed

by my instinct to express myself. Then in ‘Mask’ I learned about what is reality and

the recording the reality. I felt it was like peeling an onion. We could get ever closer to

reality but it was a relative concept. During the production of ‘The Learning Center’, I
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realised my camera was going to affect other people’s lives and that got me to think

about ethics.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:What is the force that keeps you going?

Liu:Liu:Liu:Liu:A natural love towards documentary and a sense of responsibility.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Do you mind people mentioning your gender when they talk about your work?

Liu:Liu:Liu:Liu: Not at all. I think I’m rather proud to be a female documentary director. I don’t

think that as a female I shouldn’t possess the ability to think, that I should only be

sensual, and that I should be weak in reasoning and ignorant. I don’t buy that.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:What do you think does ‘independent’ means?

Liu:Liu:Liu:Liu: It is a very important word. It means I can observe and express my opinions

without restraint. I don’t care for exhibition or seminars. I just care about what’s

inside me. I don’t want to argue with anyone. My argument is in my work. I have no

interest in the theories since I’m a practical person. I’m very optimistic about

documentaries. Why? Even a generation like ours loved it and suffered to make it

happen, there will be many more people who love documentaries. It is a culture that

needs our support. It can do so much to our society as it stands for virtue and eyes of

our world.
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WangWangWangWang FenFenFenFen

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Please give me a self-introduction.

Wang:Wang:Wang:Wang: I went to a private school to study acting, later to a university but I didn’t pay

much attention. My sister was then studying at the Beijing University and we used to

hang out. I often went to her classes, some were on filmmaking. There was a teacher,

Lu Shaoyang, who showed a documentary, ‘Windy Beijing’ by Ju Anqi. I liked it and

thought I could do it too. So I borrowed a camera and started my first one. I didn’t

know how to use the camera though it was a very simple one. So I asked our

cameraman at work to teach me. It was cold that day and we stood outside to try out

the camera. It was only 5 or 10 minutes when we felt too cold to stand anymore. So

that was it and I started from there. Later on I noticed the pictures were rough but I

didn’t mind it at all. It looked good to me. I prepared to shoot my parents. I made a

schedule. I planned how many days to shoot and to interview my parents. In my mind

documentary doesn’t have to take so much time of shooting and following the subject.

Apparently a lot of directors do that very well and I admire their efforts. But it’s just

not my thing. So I used my own way. It only took me 6 days to shoot. Editing

including subtitles also cost me 6 or 7 days. So in total it took me about 13 days and

not much money. I showed it to the teacher I mentioned from Beijing University and

he liked it. He was very encouraging and invited a few friends to watch it. Then he

showed it in his class. Then Wu Wenguang saw it and asked me to go to Yamagata

International Film Festival. He submitted it for me actually. After that there were

other festivals asking me to go but I said no, since it’s not my original intention. Then

some foreign TV broadcasters wanted to buy it and I refused again. It just didn’t cross

my mind.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: So you never tried to make a profit out of it?

Wang:Wang:Wang:Wang: That’s right.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:You planned to burn money on it?
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Wang:Wang:Wang:Wang: Not really. The Yamagata International Film Festival rewarded me several

thousand.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Did the ‘Not only one is unhappy’ get a lot publicity in China?

Wang:Wang:Wang:Wang: No. It was shown before the festival. Afterwards? Maybe a few times. But

there were pirated version. There was an interesting phenomenon in Beijing that a lot

of films were pirated. My friends and I were among the buyers and we were happy

about it. Without piracy we wouldn’t be able to afford to watch films and our film

education would lag behind for more years. But now with piracy we have the access

to a lot of movies, some not even available to the foreigners themselves yet. There

were documentaries among them. I know some people who pirated their own work,

which is to sell the originals to the piracy companies.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Have you shot another one after this?

Wang:Wang:Wang:Wang: Yes, a very short one. It was about a couple of kids, called ‘Our Sunday’. I

gave it to the Phoenix TV.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: How did you make the transition into drama features?

Wang:Wang:Wang:Wang:My purpose of documentary was to prepare me for drama features, since I like

it more. Documentary is a touching subject but I rarely watch them, especially some

of the local ones. They have the same slow pace as in real life. I can’t stand it since

I’m already bored with life. It requires interest to make a motion picture while it takes

true understanding to produce a documentary. You might as well save some time by

quitting if you don’t have that understanding. It is harder to hide the intention of the

director in documentaries. I feel your intention is as clear as the stone on the beach

when the tide recedes, when the film is over. So you can’t have anything impure in it.

On the first look documentary is based on reality and not like a motion picture to

clearly express some opinion. But I think it’s biased in nature, in the cutting and

editing. Of course when I’m making one I try to be neutral even if I have feelings

about the subject. I know clearly my tendency. So I try to be objective and cut out my
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personal feelings. It is even harder for motion pictures to stay on track since there are

a lot of people and voices involved. I feel the ways of reaching that joy in production

are different between documentary and motion picture. You are always surprised

when shooting a documentary and that makes you happy to be on the site. They are

out of your expectation, though you might have expected everything. But I don’t

expect much when I’m working since people are unpredictable. He will react

according to your interference. But I love the fact that I can capture something behind

his disguise. Motion picture on the other hand is a process of losing that novelty, at

least in my case. But it’s more risky and exciting.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: How do you choose your team?

Wang:Wang:Wang:Wang: I don’t really have a team when making documentaries since I like to work

alone. Most Chinese documentary directors also work alone because it is more

convenient. We are not like the western filmmakers that have a detailed schedule.

Some of them know exactly how many scenes to shoot for a certain day. It’s like

making a motion picture only with real subjects in it. So they require teamwork. And I

think we tend to poke into our subject’s privacy than them, thus working alone helps.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Then how do you think about ethics in documentary?

Wang:Wang:Wang:Wang: I just wanted to produce something at that time, and express some opinion of

my own. But I was confused since it also included me, though I wasn’t in the picture.

It was a story of 3 people and I was one of them. I told my parents to think this way

when they asked me why I wanted to shoot it, that their circumstance was not unusual

in China. If you look deeper and think it part of the universal emotion that we all have

and you try to express it with your own understanding, good or bad it will show your

attitude toward this subject. Like I said it will show if you are into this for any

personal gain.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:What do you think is the nature of documentary?

Wang:Wang:Wang:Wang: I’m not sure since I never specified this concept. Because I regard an artist as
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also a social activist and a philosopher, I could never find a clear boundary. In fact it

should cross many disciplines and the bottom line is that it’s a job. It is the personal

feeling that gives it meaning and to me it is simply an interest, nothing more. I want to

show people the true emotions of human beings so that they don’t feel ashamed of

their own and try hard to hide them and twist them. It supplements the ones with

fewer feelings and offers the more sensitive ones ventilation. I don’t want to expand

that title or definition. Whatever my work has achieved is beyond my control since

my intention is my own satisfaction.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:What do you think is the most important element of your documentary? Is it the

subject, or the structure, or the opinion, or its objectivity?

Wang:Wang:Wang:Wang: The objectivity is the most doubtful. Many people think it’s the most

important to stay unbiased but it’s hard to define that. I think the most important thing

is your feeling about your subject.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:When other people talk about your work, they often mention it’s produced by a

female director. Do you mind that?

Wang:Wang:Wang:Wang: Not at all. I’ve been reminded of that everywhere in life. I know what you

mean. Many people think that women can’t do a lot of things and I am one of them. I

often feel that women are bad at many things and are limited by gender. If fewer

women choose certain occupations then the rate of successful women in that field

would be low for sure. And there is something specific to female psychology. For

example, women prefer work requiring less labor and they are more concerned with

their image. They don’t like too much competition and argument. But being a director

you have to fight with every department so I guess most women don’t like it. Chinese

women were born to be adored, to be gazed at. So it’s critical to go through the

transformation and many indeed experience embarrassments and discomforts.

Another thing is your experience. You will experience some discrimination and

pressure when you start out, regardless of your gender. So in the end it is about your

personal capability. But female directors also have some advantages, as it’s usually
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easier to communicate with your subjects if you are a woman, and to get another kind

of trust from your team.

I’ve been asked many times why my characters were all male. I don’t have an answer.

Up until now my subjects are all male. I tried to make a film about female but I

couldn’t finish them. Maybe it’s like what I said earlier that my work couldn’t stay the

same pace as life itself since I’m bored with life. Being a woman makes me aware of

females, but then I don’t want to be immersed in it anymore. I want something new.

There are only this many genders in the world, male, female, and maybe bi-sexual. If

you say females are the weaker part, then so are males. I think it’s an ever-shifting

force. So I personally never focus on women and there is too much passion in that

differentiation and you tend to lose sense when you are too passionate. So I think

females put a lot pressures on males as well, it is just not as obvious. Women are too

realistic and that’s the unfavorable side of female, too practical, too afraid to lose. I

feel women are passive in life. How we treat others is dependent on how others treat

us. I’d like to have a boy because the love for girls is out of sympathy. What if the

sympathy wears out some day? A boy can be careless since he is destined to explore

the world on his own.

I feel the most important thing in life is your relationship with others, including your

family, your friends and your lover. I think it is the bigger part of life compare to work

since your work is only a part of your relationship to the world. You shouldn’t

sacrifice all others just for this one part. And usually there is not such conflict

anyways. So I think experiences in relationships are the most meaningful parts of life.
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ZhangZhangZhangZhangYaxuanYaxuanYaxuanYaxuan

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:What proportion of independent documentary film directors are female?

Zhang:Zhang:Zhang:Zhang: Women directors are very few. But it is hard to say that this profession in

China has directly limited women's participation. I don’t think so. Women directors

are relatively few not only in documentary but in the entire film industry. And I think

it is so overseas.

ShuShuShuShu: Some women directors are only transient figures, is that right?

Zhang:Zhang:Zhang:Zhang: I think they need time. Many directors have very intense desire to express

themselves when they begin their first filmmaking. But they don’t require themselves

to be professional documentary directors. They are driven by instinct and the intuition

to make the documentary. But it varies according to different directors, some of them

don't take it seriously, like Wang Fen, she makes dramas, but IS not attached to

documentary much. Some other directors, they may need more time, like Yang Linan,

she never stops shooting. She just hasn’t edited her material into film, she is still

doing this job. Directors like Feng Yan, finished shooting ages ago, but it takes a very

long time for her to edit all her materials. So we cannot say they are not creative, they

just don't finish their films within a short time. I think they just need time. Situations

overseas are quite different, in China directors cannot get much help or support, they

can only depend on themselves. Mostly they fund work themselves, sometimes they

might get some prize or award, very few may get the chance to be released abroad,

which helps them to make their next film. Some directors may get support from

foreign foundations, though it is nearly impossible. There is no other way to get help

or support.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: But it is difficult to see or buy the films they made.

Zhang:Zhang:Zhang:Zhang: This is the current situation of independent films, not only documentaries

have no way to be released, but all forms of independent films as well. But now it is
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better, in China there are some movie festivals. You’ve been to ‘Yunfest’, right? There

are also some screening activities in Beijing, like Wu Wen Guang’s studio, Wu Wen

Guang got a ‘Grassland’ studio, and you may see some there, Wu’s materials are also

open to others. In ‘Song Zhuang’ there are also film festivals in May and October

every year. In Nanjing there is an independent film exhibition too. All these festivals

or exhibitions make it possible for independent films to be released to the public.

What’s more, independent films are also released in some bars, bookstores and

schools. So there are many opportunities. One of the main reasons we establish an

archive is to provide such a place for those interested in or studying independent films

to have somewhere to find them and watch them. We hope to make a history of

China’s independent film via this collection, and we may have a DV library where we

can provide a borrowing service and make academic publication of some works. In

fact independent films create little profit in the Chinese market. As for the release and

promotion, I think it still has to be done internationally, because the main channels of

making profit also exist abroad, such as foreign academic organisations, film festivals,

and collections of some art organisations. There is no possibility to release

independent film through public channels, which means they get no chance to go to

TV stations, cinemas, or DVD publications. Without those channels, there is no profit

for the films. But there are still some small organisations that are willing to promote

them, they release the films in DVD form, although they are only a tiny category.

Though problems and difficulties in making films still exist, they can still be

overcome. In these circumstances, as long as people desire to express something

through images, they will find ways out. Now the situation in China is changing

slowly, no matter it is the intension of directors or organisers, the work is being done

little by little to a comparatively standard direction. For instance, directors begin to be

aware to ask for screening charges.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: There are a small number of audiences in China.

ZhangZhangZhangZhang: Lack of audience is a causal relationship. Those films are hard to release

through main channels, so only a few people get a chance to view them. They get no
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chance to go to cinema, TV and DVD. The media focus on entertainment. But I don’t

think it’s that audiences don't like the independent films, it is just because there are

few channels. The task of promotion still needs to be done by more people. We should

give more people the chance to watch them. Actually when the films are shown

especially in other cities, the audiences are warm-hearted, they are very surprised and

actively join the discussion. They didn’t know these films’ existed. if more people get

involved and work carefully, I think there might not be a small number of audiences

in such a big place like China,.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:What is the function of independent documentary?

Zhang:Zhang:Zhang:Zhang: I don’t make judgments only from the aspect of documentary, for me it is the

broader function of independent films. I think we should put the problem under

certain linguistic environment to discuss. This linguistic environment is the current

system in present China. There is the film censorship system. And certainly there are

also limits on free press and individual expression. I think that the independent film

has provided individual perspectives, particularly regarding social realities. These

things can’t be provided by the mainstream media and ideology. That is to say it is

different from TV news. It shows particular parts of social reality from a personal

angle.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:What is ‘independence’?

Zhang:Zhang:Zhang:Zhang: I think independence is not formal, but spiritual. Being spiritually

independent means not being consistent with the mainstream ideology, and implies

alienation from the system. But speaking of independent, we should talk about it

specifically. Discussing in generalities does not have any significance, because there

is great difference discussing the issue in China from in western countries. But I think

there is probably the requirement for independence everywhere though the meaning

of it is different, because the system in each country varies.
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GuoGuoGuoGuo JingJingJingJing

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:Would you please introduce yourself?

Guo:Guo:Guo:Guo: I graduated from Fudan University, where I studied broadcasting. Now I work

for Shanghai TV station, in the documentary department. I also produce independent

documentaries.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:Why did you pick independent documentary?

Guo:Guo:Guo:Guo: It was a vague idea before we started our first production. The ones we (she

works with her partner) saw here in China were not the same as what we had in mind.

In 2001 and 2002 at the Shanghai Film Festival we saw a few documentaries that

made a deep impression on us. There was one called ‘Louvre’ that documented an

exhibition at the Louvre. There was no conversation or narration and we thought that

it was close to our ideal documentary. Then we found a very interesting story. So we

rented a camera and started shooting, not knowing what’s ahead. We thought then that

we’d make it entirely ours, not even considering broadcast or anything, to produce a

work that we understand.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:You have a partner. How are the responsibilities distributed?

Guo:Guo:Guo:Guo: Ke Dingding and I are both directors. On location he is the director and the

cameraman while I’m the director and the audio person. We’ll have a discussion after

we get back from location. Then we decide the whole structure of the film. I’m the

main editor.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:Where did you learn all your techniques?

Guo:Guo:Guo:Guo: Through work. I did my internship at the TV station for a year before I officially

started working there in 1998. Chinese documentaries traditionally never pay

attention to audio. We used a hand-held microphone back then since our resources

were limited. We slowly improved our techniques over time. We used a boom pole in
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‘Circus School’ and A wireless microphone in ‘2006’. Later on we rented an audio

mixer for our productions.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: What’s the most significant difference between independent documentaries and

government supported ones?

Guo:Guo:Guo:Guo: It’s a complicated issue. I feel a government-supported documentary has its

limitations, in terms of funding, time limits, and your freedom for exploration. It’s a

long journey to approval. In an independent production you can basically do whatever

you feel like, to express your real thoughts. But you’ll be very tight with money and

time. Because like me, many independent producers cannot make a living out of

documentaries. They have to have other jobs to keep the food on the table. So it also

is very difficult.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:What’s your source of funding?

Guo:Guo:Guo:Guo: Each production has its own circumstances. Our first one ‘Fruits of Summer’

was entirely self-funded. Then I received prizes from a French film festival ‘Cinema

Du Reel’ and a Portuguese one, in total about 50 thousand dollars. So we thought

we’d keep it for our next film. But our second one received funding from the

Independent Television Service of America and we were co-producers. We made

some profit from its sale and we kept it for future production. Then our third one 2006,

All about my friends was also a co-production with NHK of Japan since they

approached us to film part of a series about modern Chinese. Our fourth film is the

current one Menarche. It is funded by the TV station but our opinions are mostly

preserved. They only requested not to have any political issues included so the

broadcasting will be smooth. So it is not a really tight environment here to produce

programs.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:Are your works influenced by your investors?

Guo:Guo:Guo:Guo: Not so far. One reason is that we are stubborn. But also those funding agencies

are reasonable enough to let us do our job, like the one for our ‘Circus School’ and
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NHK. They only have some control on the procedures. In any cooperation we insist

on keeping our independent perspective unchallenged.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Do you consider your audience during production?

Guo:Guo:Guo:Guo: Normally we don’t think about our audience. Our first principle is to express

our own opinion on the issue, through shooting and editing. We certainly do think

about how to tell the story so it’s more appealing but it’s not the most important thing

on our list.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: How’s the situation of broadcast for your work?

Guo:Guo:Guo:Guo: Each one is different so I’ll go through them one by one. The first one was only

shown at a few film festivals. The girl in the film was only 15 years old when we shot

it. When the production was finished she turned 18 and was reluctant to have it shown

in China. So our agreement says it can only be broadcast overseas. Within China it

can only be used for academic reference. The second one ‘Circus School’ was

different. We marketed it through TV and DVD. It has been broadcast on many

channels including BBC, PBS, YOE of Finland, and DR from Denmark. Our third

film was co-produced with NHK and they are in charge of the publishing. I’m not

aware of its current state. I haven’t seen it in china yet, so I guess NHK hasn’t

marketed it to China yet. We also played it once in Shanghai for a seminar. We try to

promote our films as much as we could. We plan to play some documentaries once a

week/month at the movie theater in Shanghai. ‘Circus School’ was played at a

documentary festival in Guangzhou and also on TV in Shanghai.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: So, what is documentary?

Guo:Guo:Guo:Guo: It’s not an easy task to define documentary. I think it’s more of a professor’s

task. It’s a boring topic, what documentary really is and how many forms are in

existence. I think people will know when they watch one. We have often been asked:

do you think it’s ethical that you expose your subjects’ private lives in front of the

camera, with your presence affecting them? I think it’s such a dull question. Why do
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you produce such a film? It’s because you want to express your opinion on a social

issue through your film. It is fine as long as you have their understanding and

permission, and you are honest to yourself. It’s an indefinite topic regarding ethics but

it has lost its meaning here. The more important thing is if you are reflecting the truth.

We’ve made our decision on location that we will stop shooting immediately if our

subjects do not feel comfortable with the scene. Same case during editing. Many

people wanted to see the scene of teacher beating students in ‘Circus School’. But we

felt it was irrelevant to our story and we didn’t include it. Also we wanted to protect

our subjects.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:What is your understanding of ‘objectivity’ and ‘reality’?

Guo:Guo:Guo:Guo: This is another dull question. People often come to discuss the question ‘Is your

stuff real’. As long as we are present their behavior will be affected. It’s more a

question of how you can reduce your impact to the least amount. After showing them

the film, we ask our subjects if it’s a reflection of their real life and the answer is

always reassuring.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:What do you think is the key function of documentary?

Guo:Guo:Guo:Guo: I should use an example to explain this. Ke Dingding and I both regard ‘It’s

better to live’, a documentary by Chen Weijun, as the best one produced in China

since it addressed every functional aspect of documentary. Firstly it expressed the

director’s opinion on the issue of AIDS affecting those farmers in that area, including

the current situation of AIDS in China and the stance of the government. Secondly it

told the true story. And thirdly and most importantly the film created change on the

issue. Those AIDS villages were profoundly reshaped because of the film. The

Chinese government had to stop denying the existence of AIDS， and a fund was

started, which received donations from around the world, to subsidise those

unfortunate people. The function of the film was fully realised by social change in

such a short period of time.
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We hope our films can similarly influence our citizens by showing them the problem.

Ours might be more difficult to be accepted by the public since the problems we

expose are of the general public, as opposed to some special groups in Chen Weijun

or Yang Lina’s films. Since we are shooting the most common subjects around us we

might lose that exotic look and thus our audience. The first film was still a special one.

The audience felt sorry for the homeless girl since she’s far away from their daily life

and it’s merely a story to them. Then we talked about competition and pressure in our

second film ‘Circus School’. Why did those kids go to a circus school? It’s the desire

behind it. But where did this desire come from? That’s our main question. But people

may still think it’s because of such a special school. Then our third one ‘2006’ was

about a very mainstream middle class person, whose confusion and interaction with

money were the main focus. We only screened it once in Shanghai and a bunch of

professors accused us of being unethical, they did not pay any attention to the film

itself. We were very disappointed. Maybe the issue of the film was something they

didn’t like to see, though they may not even know why. Many friends of ours watched

it and liked it because it’s a self-reflection. We are living in such a harsh environment

and everyone is exhausted. But this knowledge is soon forgotten when they have to

think about their jobs or other pressures of life. So the function of documentary is

usually a force for slow change. It’s also a record for the coming generation to

understand the current one.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Do you think documentary has a political quality?

Guo:Guo:Guo:Guo: I think many people try to talk about politics through documentary. But our

concerns are more about the people and their current lives. So our films haven’t

addressed any political issues so far.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Do you mind people mentioning your gender when talking about your work?

Guo:Guo:Guo:Guo: I’m quite annoyed by it actually since I’m not a feminist. Being a female will

surely add some delicate or feminine quality to your observation. You may emphasise

some aspect differently. But since we are a cooperation of a man and a woman, such
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issue does not arise. During our long collaboration our opinions have largely merged.

I actually dislike the opinions of feminists, which I think are quite extreme. Some say

they demand equality and respect. But you put yourself in a disadvantaged position by

raising such demand. It’s not only a problem of men, but of both. Sometimes you put

yourself into that position and then find all sorts of problems. So you have to jump out

and stand on an equal level first to discuss it.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:What’s your vision for the future of documentary?

Guo:Guo:Guo:Guo: I think it’s a good thing if there are people making them. It’s important for

China since we can have a medium to express ourselves. It’s like writing a novel or

blog, a way of self-expression.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:Why do you keep producing documentaries?

Guo:Guo:Guo:Guo: Both, of course. The key is to record. I record the current society. We are more

and more focused on the people in the city since we live in Shanghai. There are a lot

of interesting stories and people in Shanghai, especially the common people. People

don’t care about them, but we’d like to think only through them can we really capture

the current China and problems we face. Since the normal people also have their

values.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:What does ‘independent’ mean to you?

Guo:Guo:Guo:Guo: It means an independent judgment. It’s your independent opinion that directs

the whole theme. But the production can be collaborative. It’s not possible to do

everything all by yourself, including funding. And it’s unnecessary to limit yourself

that way. It is your film so long as you stick to your judgment. I don’t care about

where the money comes from. What I care about it is if it’s reflecting the truth and if

I’m honest to myself? Is my opinion expressed through the film and does it have

value? Finally, is it helpful for the future generation to understand the current China?
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YangYangYangYang LinaLinaLinaLina

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Would you please give me an introduction to your profession and educational

background?

Yang:Yang:Yang:Yang: I was a dancer for ten years. Then I was an actor in the army for ten years,

mainly focused on drama performances. And it’s been over a decade since I started

making documentaries.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: How did you learn the skills?

Yang:Yang:Yang:Yang: Through trial and error. I didn’t study it specifically. Even the films I make

now are mostly using automatic video cameras, rarely manual ones. The ones I

bought before were DV as well, the simple ones. I used them on the tripod and I

found it a safe and sound way. My first work was the simplest as well. So I feel skills

aren’t that important. For postproduction like cutting, I used a huge editing machine

and I learned some skills from the retailer.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Have you always used your own money for production?

Yang:Yang:Yang:Yang: Yes, all of it. So far I haven’t got any funding or financial support. I have been

shouldering it by myself and it’s getting harder now. I didn’t care much while I was

young, and fearless. But now I have a child, I’m not sure what to do or what the future

might be like. The shortest film I made so far took me a year to shoot and several

months afterwards to cut. I don’t have time for anything else and I don’t even want to

do anything else. But I’ve realised it’s a scary thing if you choose documentary as a

career. There’s a lot of financial pressure. Sometimes I wonder if it’s because I chose

this career that now I’m worrying about money all the time. It’s a strange feeling. But

I know I can’t do anything else except this. So we’ll see. What else can you do? I

think I’m quite satisfied now because most of my works can sell while a lot of others’

can’t. Maybe theirs are too artistic. It’s not a bad thing being artistic but the TV

stations wouldn’t want them. It might just be my luck that my work can sell. Though I
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know it’s not truly profitable, I never considered making it more acceptable for the

public and getting paid better. It has to be interesting enough for me to devote myself

TO the production. Nothing else matters.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:When did you first start making independent documentary?

Yang:Yang:Yang:Yang: In 1996, after I just graduated from University. I was in a drama ensemble and

I moved to that community since I had to live by myself after graduation. That’s

where I found those senior citizens and I felt they were quite interesting to me. So I

made contact and then the idea of filming them came to my mind later. I think my

acting career was helpful IN understanding about characters and images. I felt they

were interesting. But it was also acting that made me change my direction. It was too

passive to act, especially if you were in the army with a certain form that you had to

follow. I hated it. There was something terribly wrong about it. But I was young then

and didn’t dare to speak out. Then I found out about documentary. I realised that I

could express myself through filming those seniors. I must have had some artistic

energy and I could fully make use of it on that little camera, though I was clumsy at

that stage. I didn’t know it was called documentary when I shot my first one. I knew it

wasn’t a drama since I need actors for a drama, and I had been an actor myself. So for

a long while I wasn’t aware of the nature of my work. There were few documentaries

then and you couldn’t find any real ones on TV. But I felt I found my direction and

kept going. It’s only after my work was taking form that I learned it’s called

documentary, or independent documentary. I didn’t have the least idea while I was

working on it in the beginning. Now I know I made one of the earliest Chinese

documentaries.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Do you have any newer work?

Yang:Yang:Yang:Yang: Yes. I just finished a film in France last year, a story about the Orphan’s Center

in Qingdao. It’s called ‘Wild Grass’ and took me 10 years to finish. Now I’m editing

another one about temples. I’ve been shooting all these years and haven’t got my

hands on editing. Last year I finally started to cut and edit. Oh, I shot another one last
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year, ‘2006, Lets Dance’, but it is not finished yet. I collaborated with NHK on this.

They were questioning me on the fact that editor, director and camera were all by

Yang Lina. They thought I made a mistake. It’s impossible for me to do all the work. I

said it’s impossible for me to hire other people since I don’t have that much money. I

had to do it all by myself. I mainly live on the work I do for TV stations.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Do you think you’ll ever try shooting a fiction film?

Yang:Yang:Yang:Yang: I’ve been thinking about it everyday, a story. I want to have a new experience.

But there IS a lot on my plate right now and shooting a drama isn’t one person’s work.

I’ll need a team. I think I might start this year, if things go well.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: How do your works reach your audiences?

Yang:Yang:Yang:Yang: Just like everyone else, I guess. Like 798 (a Beijing art center), some early bars,

like ‘Carving Time’. I haven’t showed my work recently so people don’t know if I

have anything in production. I suddenly feel there’s no meaning in showing them. I

had a discussion with some friends regarding this. As a director, you shoot a film and

whom do you show it to? First of all our work can’t be shown in China. The TV can’t

play them. At most they are shown to a small circle of friends. Then they can be

exported to some international film festivals. If you win you’ll attract some buyers. To

tell the truth, I don’t feel like going to international festivals. I think it’s a real piece of

work if the film can change the lives of its subjects. I look up to these directors. My

work, I feel I can’t bring anything to my subjects, not even money. Then my producer

said that they could help people to understand another life. Fuck, I think that’s too

vague.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: If you never show your work, then...

Yang:Yang:Yang:Yang: Yes I have a producer now and she’s French. So after I finish my work she’ll

try to promote it in some festivals. I have to go since I have to get it seen. I can’t just

produce a lot and leave on the shelf.
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Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: But you still have the passion for production?

Yang:Yang:Yang:Yang: Yes. It is something deep in me that I can’t ever get rid of. And I really feel its

life itself, project after project, person after person.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: How do you describe your relationship with your subjects?

Yang:Yang:Yang:Yang: Certainly I wouldn’t choose those that I don’t feel comfortable with. I think it’s

like dating someone. If we love each other you’ll hit it off. It won’t work if there’s no

such basis. Perhaps I’ll approach a subject first, but I might give up if I found the

other not interested. I wouldn’t stalk someone, even if I really love the subject, since

in the end it’ll affect the quality and element of the film. I’m not making something

like ‘Focus Talk’, trying to expose some social problems. I like every subject in my

film, and that’s the reason I included them. Thus it’s not difficult to establish some

harmony between us. It’s a must, and a necessity. Every documentary director should

think about this, if he/she wants to be a good one. The subject has his right for privacy.

He can choose not to show the director if he wishes not. On the other hand, the

director wants to know and show private life since its part of the film. It’s not hard to

understand. I don’t know much about foreign directors. I’ve seen them signing an

agreement with their subjects. But I think it’s different in China. And that’s the reason

that people can get to know about us from the outside, the real life of the Chinese.

And thus our documentaries have their meanings. We Chinese like to talk about

ourselves and I can’t hide the fact. Now I have to sign agreements with my subjects as

well since those international festivals require them.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:What do you think is the most critical element in documentary?

Yang:Yang:Yang:Yang: My technical skills are not the best for sure, and I don’t much care about this

either. So it is the story, the reason I shoot the subject, is where the attraction lies,

these are important to me. My subjects are always the first thing. I’ve seen some

excellent documentaries and the techniques in them are superb. But I can never

achieve that level. Techniques are important to some extent. I think most Chinese

directors don’t posses high levels of technical skills and we should strive to improve.
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Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Do you feel limited when expressing your opinions or ideas in your

documentary?

Yang:Yang:Yang:Yang: Not at all. It is the value of independent documentary, what differentiates it

from the mainstream media.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Do you mind people mentioning your gender while talking about your work?

Yang:Yang:Yang:Yang: No. I don’t feel it matters at all, male or female.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Does your gender affect your work in any regard?

YangYangYangYang: I feel it’s an advantage. Like those seniors, it’s easier to approach them being a

girl. They must feel warm. For my other works it is definitely not a limiting factor, in

fact it’s a good thing I think.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Have you ever thought of shooting something focused on female?

Yang:Yang:Yang:Yang: I did actually in 2004. I made a film called ‘The female Officer’, including a

woman from the population-planning bureau, one from the women’s organisation, one

from a labor company and one from a marriage agency. From these four women and

their occupations you can see the current lifestyles of Chinese women. But I haven’t

cut and edited it yet. This film was my conscious choice since I experienced some

pain during that time. I realised we are still living in a very patriarchal world. I was

just married and had a child then. I stumbled on some problems in life. I found it’s

fucking hard to be a woman. I never had this thought before that. But at that time I

realised patriarchy is a common scene of our country. I thought there must be

thousands of women like me. That’s why I decided to go and have a look at this

matter, in Changchun. Up until now, everyone that has seen it felt it.

I was in the rural area in the Northeastern China while shooting the official of the

population-planning bureau. It is still common now that people want to have a boy. So

they would have an abortion if it were a girl. There was no anesthesia available for the

free abortions. So I had a long shot of a girl going up the surgical table and the whole
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process. The fetus was already 5 months old and you could see its arms and legs. It

was carved in my memory. The other film on temples wasn’t directly related to

women, but you’ll find there are many more women in temples than men. So I asked

about the reason, especially why most women don’t believe in themselves while

Buddhism seems to be their only way out. They faced a lot of difficulties in life and

they believed that Buddha would bring strength to them. Men don’t have those

illusions probably. Is it because women like to have hope and illusion can keep the

hope alive? I am a woman who feels very difficult to believe in myself, so I keep hope

that something else can help me. It is wrong in fact.

I have something special that I want to tell you. Every film I did was related to some

aspect of my own life. I shot ‘The Woman Officer’ because I felt pain in my marriage

and the difficulty of having a child. So I think my life experiences are closely related

to the work I do. I’m not a very rational director and I think most female directors are

like me. Men can separate their work from their lives. But I fucking can’t. It’s like I’m

in the film and the film is also in me. So I feel tired sometimes because I can’t get

myself out. After this temple is done, after such a long stretch, I think I should cut it

and take a break.

Yang:Yang:Yang:Yang: The question what do you think about the word ‘independent’ in independent

documentary. For me it’s to use your own capital to finish the job without any other

financial support. I think it is the first. Then you can have the freedom to truly express

yourself, to have an independent attitude. I guess independent is not mainstream.

Those working for the TV stations are definitely not independent.

YangYangYangYang’’’’ssss Daughter:Daughter:Daughter:Daughter: Then why do you make documentaries?

Yang:Yang:Yang:Yang: I, I think it’s so much fun to shoot a documentary. And since I make it, I will

have a daughter who can make it as well.

YangYangYangYang’’’’ssss DaughterDaughterDaughterDaughter: Then why do they always last for years to finish?
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Yang: Because I don’t think the short ones are interesting.

YangYangYangYang’’’’ssss DaughterDaughterDaughterDaughter: Are you satisfied with your work?

Yang:Yang:Yang:Yang: Quite so. How great are my documentaries?

YangYangYangYang’’’’ssss DaughterDaughterDaughterDaughter: I don’t think so.

Yang:Yang:Yang:Yang: Then what do you think?

YangYangYangYang’’’’ssss DaughterDaughterDaughterDaughter: I think all your works are cartoons.

YangYangYangYang’’’’ssss DaughterDaughterDaughterDaughter: How many people have you interviewed?

YangYangYangYang: So many I’ve lost count.

Yang:Yang:Yang:Yang: She’s so cute when she interviews our family members. So I let her interview

people she’s familiar with, and some kids. There is a lot of innocence in it and it’s

something I can never achieve. We are preparing a story. We will interview some

tourists in the Forbidden City and some people around Beijing.

YangYangYangYang’’’’ssss DaughterDaughterDaughterDaughter: Some kids in Beijing. Ask them why they come?

YangYangYangYang’’’’ssss DaughterDaughterDaughterDaughter: Why did you stop believing in Buddha?

Yang:Yang:Yang:Yang: Because when I’m in front of the Buddha I couldn’t feel him. He is fake. It’s a

lie.

YangYangYangYang’’’’ssss DaughterDaughterDaughterDaughter: What’s your ideal about documentary?

YangYangYangYang: To produce a lot artistic documentaries that can make money!
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FengFengFengFeng YanYanYanYan

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Would you please give me an introduction to your profession and educational

background?

Feng:Feng:Feng:Feng: I never had any education in filmmaking. Now I’m making documentaries, but

I did not have anything to do with film originally. I studied Japanese literature AT

University. Then in Japan I did my Master’s and PhD in economics. Completely

irrelevant. I think whatever you do is going to benefit you, in every stage of your life.

It may not be obvious right away. But the influence will slowly affect your point of

view. I sometimes wonder. But I feel it’s my luck that I didn’t study film, since I may

be fruitless if I did, with all the rules and such, you know.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:What about your profession now, specialised in documentary?

Feng:Feng:Feng:Feng: Now I’m a full time housewife, doing documentary on the side. Documentary

isn’t really my occupation, rather it’s my hobby. Since I don’t do it for a living, I’m

not making any profit out of it. It’s just where my interests are. I put my own money

into it. So I don’t think it’s my career or job, and if it ever is then there won’t be much

fun in it. Since for a living you’d have to compromise. While I was in Japan, I did

some work for NHK, mostly reporting. I could make a little money, not much. Then I

did some translating work. My funding was saved up in this way.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Have you ever been sponsored by any foundations?

Feng:Feng:Feng:Feng: Only ‘Bing Ai’ received 5000USD funding during the postproduction. And I

was thankful. It was funding from Pusan International Film Festival, a funding agency

for young Asian filmmakers. Some Chinese are still getting it now and then. Though

5000USD is not a big amount, it is kind of an encouragement. I was doing the

postproduction then, it was far from enough. So I mostly used my own money. There

are a lot of funding agencies overseas and I did try to apply once or twice. But it’s too

much paperwork and after doing all it you still don’t stand a good chance of getting it.
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Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: How did you learn all your techniques?

Feng:Feng:Feng:Feng: I’ve got no techniques. You can see it from my work. In the beginning a friend

of mine taught me how to shoot an interview. He told me to include a long shot, a mid

shot and a close-up. Give the hand a close-up, and get a scene of the room. Hold my

breath for at least 10 seconds while shooting. Later on I felt those were only useful in

the beginning. The more I know about documentary, and want to have my own style,

the more I found those were only some formulas. Of course it helped me in the

beginning, so I won’t move the camera too much around and keep it steady. Then I

watched more and picked the way I felt comfortable with. Now it seems to me that

shooting a documentary doesn’t need that much technique, of course I mean in my

case. Shooting a film definitely need techniques and skills. But I mean when I

examine my work, the best parts, the parts touching me the most, were shot without

much intention. I just felt it and followed and recorded it, thinking little about

techniques. So I say I’ve got no techniques.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:What is the most important in documentary if not techniques.

Feng:Feng:Feng:Feng: techniques surely are not the most important. I think how much emotion or

feelings you capture counts more.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:Who were the main influences for your start in documentary?

Feng:Feng:Feng:Feng: there were two. One is Ogawa Shinsuke, the other is a friend Yezhong

Zhanghong, the one who taught me how to use a camera. I’ve never met Ogawa

Shinsuke. He already passed away when I first saw his work. In 1993, I was invited

by my friend to Yamagata to watch some films. That was during my first year of PhD

at Kyoto University. I was overwhelmed the first time I saw the works of Ogawa

Shinsuke, mostly from HIS Sanrizuka series. I watched many others as well. It’s my

first time to ever know about documentaries. Very shocking. Wu Wenguan, Hao

Zhiqiang and Duan Jinchuan were also there at that time. It was the one-year

anniversary of Ogawa Shinsuke’s passing away. There was a book published then,

‘Harvest Film’, in Japanese. I was so excited after reading the book and told Wu about
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it, the red dragonfly’s story. They said I should introduce it to China, translate it and

so on. During the translation, I felt I was greatly influenced by him Because all the

first concepts I had about documentary, the thoughts and feelings, and all the

pleasures I longed for and imagined before the shooting, were described in the book. I

learned so much from it. Some people even asked me if I’m trying to imitate Ogawa

Shinsuke. But my answer would be no. The way he affected me the most was his

attitude towards the subjects. For example, he said you should spend time to study

your subject, to experience it. Do not get blinded by the surface. And his opinion

about time. His words were very convincing. So I was attracted to the beautiful world

he described. But when you first got in there, you’d face lots OF obstacles, seemingly

unlike what you were told. If you march on and get through, you will find the

pleasures he promised. After over a decade in the field, I now slowly come to realise

what he meant by time. For instance, the time he felt with his own body and how he

expressed this feeling of time in his work. Such things are my pursuit. Really. Not that

I should follow his style, but his spirit, and the height he’s at. Unlike some textbooks

telling me what I should or not do, that there should be some technique or skill. I feel

many are misled nowadays. When talking about DIRECT CINEMA, they’d refer to

Frederick Wiseman and say no looking at the camera and no interviewee’s

interruptions are the hard rules. But I think they are two different ideas. The longer I

shoot the more I feel what Ogawa Shinsuke said was right. He was at such height, that

we have to look up to him, like what Wu Wenguang once said. To me he is beyond

our reach. And he did practice what he preached. Well many things in life are like this,

including documentary. Looking good is different from being interesting, or being

good.

Feng:Feng:Feng:Feng: It was brought up during 1994. Then I bought a camera to take photos. I was

living in a Japanese family in Kyoto then. The landlord was very fond of photography.

He taught me some basics. Then I did some volunteer work and later in 1994 I wanted

to go to Hunan. I thought I should have a video camera and went to get one. I stopped

by Tokyo for a day before heading back to China and my friend there taught me how
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to shoot for a day. That’s how I started.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Have you changed your understanding about documentary over the years?

Feng:Feng:Feng:Feng: I feel more and more that documentary is life itself. It looks like we are

shooting others, but actually we are shooting ourselves. It is definitely related to

something experienced by our heart or body.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: How were your documentaries screened in China?

Feng:Feng:Feng:Feng: Through the NanJing Independent Film Festival, Yunfest, and Song Zhuang

Documentary Seminar in Beijing. They are held by local professionals in the field.

And some universities as well. Some organisations also want you to go sometimes,

like some women organisations. It’d be better if there were more ways to screen, but

it is not the case for now. I’m not exactly clear, but it might not be allowed legally.

Shu: Do you ever consider your audience while making your film?

Feng: In my early stages while working for the TV station I was always thinking

about the audience first. Now I feel you have to touch yourself first in order to touch

your audience. So now I don’t think about them much. The audience was in my

subconscious while working for the TV station. Neither do I think this way, that it’s a

pure art form and I don’t even care if you understand or not. I actually hate it. As for

me, I never say that I’m an artist. I don’t think that. At most I’m a housewife shooting

things interest me with a little DV. And it’s almost always that people chose me, such

as Bing Ai. I was only a person following her with my video camera. So I think it’s

like I went wherever I felt comfortable. We are probably different from those artists,

who are on a higher ground, thinking of their purpose as artists first, trying to express

a theme, or a thought, or an opinion. I feel that documentary, though somewhat the

same, that I have something to express, it is mainly through cutting during

postproduction that determines which direction and how it should go. It’s possible that

I finish shooting and spend years cutting. And when I finally get close to completion,

I come to realise what my point was and that I missed many scenes in the first place.
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What I want to express the most now is lack of material. Many regrets. So to me to

have a concept or idea first is against documentary. Now I feel it’s just like life itself.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Can you fully express yourself through documentary? Or does it have its

boundaries?

Feng:Feng:Feng:Feng: It’s difficult to express my own opinion. What I shoot is no more than what I

can see, and the interaction between me and my subject. The reason I say I can’t

always get what I originally want to shoot or express is because I’m always trying,

sending signals, using my body and camera to challenge my subject. This subject will

have all kinds of reactions, some are physiological. His reactions are caused by my

being there. And I keep changing, so does he. So the relationship will keep changing.

Surely there are things that stay the same in life. It’s the nature of things. But the

changes that I or my camera cause also exist. I think on another level, I also record the

changing of the relationship between us during my shooting. Thus it’s not possible to

have it exactly as I’ve imagined before the shooting starts. Since I did not know how

the subject would react. And indeed many things happen unexpectedly.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Has your audience’s reaction ever changed your opinion towards your work?

Feng:Feng:Feng:Feng: No. My audience’s reaction actually strengthens my confidence. The first time

I showed my work I was really nervous. But the reaction (from them) was

surprisingly (good). So now every time I show my work I feel more and more

confident. Although my afterthoughts are quite different. When I look at the

audience’s feedback, or some comments on the internet, I can see those critics are

focused on my terrible techniques, and praising Bing Ai’s character. I think the

audiences are very sharp and right. The character has her own beauty. Even though

my technique was bad, her personal charisma shines through without obstruction. So

I’ve never lost my confidence in my subjects. I knew technically I did a bad job

editing the film. I know many who studied filming or film theory, especially people

from the CCTV, would criticise my work a lot. I don’t think it’s relevant, as long as

they can see the beauty in my character. And the audience did think my subject was
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splendid. That’s enough for me. I don’t regret my flaws. Indeed I like them. My lack

of shooting skills left many mistakes in my work. But my next work will improve. I’ll

be better with my technique, but I may miss what I have done earlier. For instance, I

think my dissertation for my master’s degree is probably the best I’ll ever have. Why?

It’s that pure feeling to it, the feeling that fears nothing. How wonderful that was.

Sometimes I think to myself, because I’m more skilled now I can give the film a more

high-class feeling, simple. I can maneuver things easily with my technical knowledge.

But things that kept my track of life are precious records and I should never try to

erase them. It’d be terrible to be born like an old man. Now I’d be jealous when I see

people in their twenties, or teenagers, making mistakes. He has time and energy for

mistakes, and he can be clueless of their existence. How beautiful.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Has the relationship between you and your subjects changed your understanding

of documentary?

Feng:Feng:Feng:Feng: Some people might feel, for example someone I know, who shot the ‘Back to

Phoenix Bridge’, she said she felt so dirty after shooting the documentary, She felt

like she committed a crime and never wanted to work on documentary anymore. It

hurt others and herself in the same time. I never had such thoughts, since my subjects

always picked me. They felt they needed someone like me, someone who can listen.

If next time I force myself into something, follow a theme that’s already determined,

or I don’t even like the subjects I’m shooting, then I’ll be hurt as well. So will my

subjects. But so far I either like my subjects, or I feel they are hilarious, or I feel

compassionate towards them, or I feel warmth around them, there’s always some

emotion driving me towards them. So I don’t feel it’s a hard job. I like to be with

people since the beginning and it’s more that way now. The ones I’ve been shooting

have different circumstances. Like Bing Ai: she said whatever you are, just sit down

and listen; if you want to shoot then do it; leave the camera there and sit tight and

listen to me. Just like that. And a friend of Bing Ai’s, an official of the women’s

organisation, was also very cooperative. So I just shot. When I left, she asked me if

it’s possible to play it on the ‘Focus Talk’ (a typical ‘special topic’ program of CCTV).
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Though I’d explained to her countless times, I’d known her for five or six years, and

she knew that I am an independent film maker, she still kept asking me if I could sell

it to ‘Focus Talk’ so that there’d be improvement, that the government would know

some migrants were suffering such after sacrificing so much, that there would be

rescue. I fought with myself but I couldn’t lie to her. I said it’s not possible, to her

face. Because I am an independent entity and this was a very sensitive subject. If you

had another cause, ‘Focus Talk’ might be able to help you out. But you are the migrant

and this subject is banned in the nation. So you’ll never get to the TV station. So I

said no to her. She burst into tears right away, kept crying for over an hour. And I felt

like hell. I thought, what should I do? I couldn’t tell her a lie. So she cried and cried.

Then she stopped and told me it’s so nice that I told her the truth, that she wouldn’t

expect me to be the savior any more. But she felt she could have some spirit if I was

around. Like another old grandma I shot, she’d feel lonely if I didn’t come since her

children didn’t bother to listen to her. She’s very stubborn. She’d come to look for me

and ask, why aren’t you shooting me anymore? Look at the new teeth I’ve got just for

the shooting. So I immediately took out the camera and say, my good grandma we’ll

start right away. What should we shoot? We should talk about something. So she said,

look at my hands, like this, all the rough joints, they were from the hard work I’ve

done. I followed Chairman Mao’s teaching that we should live on our own hands.

That’s why I could live till this day. Looking at her gesture, I felt my camera brought

her happiness. Many of my subjects are lonely females, and they need to be heard.

But in their environment in the countryside, if they had any unconventional thoughts,

for example anything sexual, they’d feel it’s hard to talk to others about it, since it’d

be distorted and spread all over the village in no time. But to talk to a person from the

city would be fine, since people in the city are all used to things like that. So it’d be

fine. It’s like that, you know. So they’d talk to me since I got there, partly because I

have a listener’s nature, and they felt it’d be fine talking to me and I’d understand

them, forgive them. This might be what the urge to talk was like for people.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Do you think your gender affects your work?
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Feng:Feng:Feng:Feng: I’m sure it does, only I’m not aware of it. Many people gave me green lights.

Women are sometimes hateful. When you are offended and very angry you’d think

how nice it’d be to have a man beside, or if you could be a man and then they

wouldn’t offend you like that. When you are facing some obstacles you wish you

were a man and things would all be solved. But the truth is as a woman you can be

emotional. I have never regarded myself as a feminist, who only focuses on female

subjects. Some people think of me that way, though I don’t care. But that’s not my

intention.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Is it hard for a woman to lead a filming team?

Feng:Feng:Feng:Feng: I don’t think so. I’d like to try it. But I’ve never led a big one, only 3 or 4

people when I was working for the Japanese TV station. There was one producer, one

cameraman, and one audio recorder. The four of us went to the Northeast China and

shot a story about the war. I felt at that time being a woman was helpful, that I could

motivate people. Women are more easy-going, unlike men. I cut ‘Bing Ai’ with a

French editor and he is a man as well. We worked very well together. I never felt shy

or something when working with people. I’m good at motivating others. But it

depends on how you direct people to work. If the cameraman does a bad job, I think

it’s the director’s fault.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: How do you choose your crew?

Feng:Feng:Feng:Feng: First of all I want someone who’s insightful, then respectful. He has to be a

kind person. I’d choose kindness over technique, though both are important. He can

be quiet to let the character develop on their own, not adding a lot of show like the TV

crews always do.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:Would you please talk about your current work at hand?

Feng:Feng:Feng:Feng: Right now it’s the story of those 4 women, young and old. There’s Bing Ai, and

her daughter. I might choose a different angle to tell their stories. Mostly I’ll focus on

one woman. This time with full consciousness that I’m telling a women’s story, who
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lives by Yangtze River. I began in 1994 and have been working on it ever since. I

didn’t have any direction but I kept shooting. Only in 2002 did it become clear to me

that it’s a story about women and they are so interesting. So I started focusing on this

theme. The situation keeps changing and there are a lot unexpected things. But all the

way I kept shooting. Sometimes I thought when this is going to end, till I die? Then I

feel this year might be it. So I decide to finish it this year. Next year I’ll start

something that’s been on my mind lately. It’s not a new idea, something occurred to

me while shooting the 3 gorges, a story about my grandparents.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu: Do you think documentary has a political nature?

Feng:Feng:Feng:Feng: Sure. Not only documentary, since we are living in this society and it is the

nature of it. So you can’t exclude it, even if you consciously avoid being political. It

will be encoded in the film since it’s an element of everyday life. The Three Gorges

was a sensitive subject. I considered a lot when I started but later on dropped them,

since they are not my main story. I met Bing Ai and talked to her, and there’s not a bit

in her voice that she’s against the construction or that it had destroyed her life. None

of the migrants that I met said anything like that. It’s worth some contemplation. I feel

that when we talk about the migrants we always mention human rights and such.

Obviously their rights are not perfect, compared to some foreign nations. Like Bing

Ai, her compensation was only about 10 thousand YUAN and it’s not possible to

build a similar house with that little money. It’s not even enough for some basic need.

While in Beijing or Shanghai where the citizens are more aware of their rights, their

compensations are much higher. In Shanghai it’s around 10 thousand per square meter,

plus some 240 thousand for mental damage, and they still cry it’s too little. Their scale

is 100 YUAN per square meter because they are farmers. Unfair things like this are

political to a foreigner. But Bing Ai’s group never thinks about it that way. They don’t

have this consciousness, I feel. They consider the current incident is not fair according

to the migrant policy. They didn’t get what’s promised. That’s their angle, not caring

about the bigger image. Maybe it’s the same thing in the end, but it never crossed their

minds. Bing Ai’s marriage was far from free willed love. She had to have several
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abortions in her life. She couldn’t go to school during the Cultural Revolution. She

has gone through so much in her life. This isn’t going to be the last. Her point of view

is that whatever the nation decides, we should willingly make sacrifices. And the

nation should make the effort to at least cover some basic ground so that we can get

by. This is her opinion, nothing like a scholar with a political view. That’s why I

didn’t try to make the film very political. I felt it’s a bit… If I want to talk about

politics, I should use myself as a subject and support my own point of view. I would

not like to prove my theory by using a farmer’s innocence. That would not be fair.

Shu:Shu:Shu:Shu:What is independent?

Feng:Feng:Feng:Feng: First of all it’s a spirit, I think, that I don’t count on anybody and don’t expect

anything from others, or organisations, or that I sacrifice myself to trade for some

access. This is independence. One more thing, I can say whatever I want without

getting other’s permission. I can make my own judgment under no one’s influence. So

it’s mainly on a spiritual level.
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